Oh, The Irony Of It All

"You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep."

Anyone want to create a massive food forest with hard-working others spread out and living amongst it?

"When we show our respect for other living things, they respond with respect for us."

The only real power for every MAN is growing clean healthy food at a local level with others who also live there and sharing it at a local level.

"One does not sell the land people walk on."

If you are not experiencing the constant follow-through of growing your own food all year round, you are left sucking on the nipples of the private corporations, going to their stores or resellers to get access to corporate-controlled, processed, sprayed, aging food not grown at a local level.

"How smooth must be the language of the whites, when they can make right look like wrong, and wrong like right."

If the corporate follow-through of food is stopped, where do you find the food to feed your families at the local level, particularly when there is hardly anyone growing a vast abundance of food all year round, or anyone with the skill-set to teach everyone how to take full responsibility for their lives at the local level, part of this being able to produce an abundance of organic food all year round?

"A frog does not drink up the pond in which it lives."

In Australia, somewhere around 70% of all food is coming from overseas.

Major stores hold around 2 days food supplies; it used to be four then it dropped to three 12 years or so ago and now it’s down to two days.

Since the 1960’s we have lost well over 500,000 farming families who have never been replaced.

"I am poor and naked, but I am the chief of the nation. We do not want riches but we do want to train our children right. Riches would do us no good. We could not take them with us to the other world. We do not want riches. We want peace and love."
Just one more major tweak of the collapsing U.S. dollar or an oil/petroleum crisis, and all hell will break loose, bearing in mind that it takes 2 to 3 days for starvation to kick in for most Australians once supplies have been exhausted.

Then what?

The Cronulla Riots magnified as a civil war being waged across Australia?

"Children learn from what they see. We need to set an example of truth and action."

How will all these arguments over global warming, climate change, carbon credits, drought and fires look when 70% of Australians are starving to death with no earth-wide infrastructure in place to breach the gap. It will take anywhere between 3 to 5 years to fix it, and by then, we will already have lost more than 70% of the population, and the same goes for most other countries across earth.

"Poverty is a noose that strangles humility and breeds disrespect for God and man."

Global warming is a massive distraction. The real and ONLY issue is having the constant follow-through of clean healthy food, water and shelter, and living amongst strong, "self-sufficient" communities creating Kingdoms centered around massive food forests. If we grow food locally all year round, as a team effort, global warming quickly fades away, as will 90% of all our other issues, including drought and bush fires.

"This war did not spring up on our land, this war was brought upon us by the children of the Great Father who came to take our land without a price, and who, in our land, do a great many evil things… This war has come from robbery – from the stealing of our land"

It's obvious that "The System" has no relevance when it comes to these basic necessities and it doesn't matter who is to blame for the mess. The fact is, we each have the power to do something about it and bring everything back to a local level where we all have food, water and shelter, in abundance, all year round and this is never compromised.

There is nothing of "The System" that we need when we have a thriving food forest to live off and "The System" is designed to keep us from doing this and keep us dependent on the governments, departments and corporations, just as generation after generation has been dependent throughout the twisted, manipulated, aggrandised history of "The System" with its progress of civilisation. The qualities that we need to create food forests - the willingness to take full responsibility and not accept anything less, and to work hard - aren't taught by "The System", despite the hocus pocus spelling of the words of responsibility, hard work, community and love that are bandied around like bandaids to the bleeding wounds of our system lives.
So why do we think we need "The System"?

"When the Last Tree Is Cut Down, the Last Fish Eaten, and the Last Stream Poisoned, You Will Realize That You Cannot Eat Money"

"The love of possessions is a disease in them. These people have made many rules that the rich may break, but the poor may not! They have a religion in which the poor worship, but the rich will not! They even take tithes from the poor and weak to support the rich and those who rule. They claim this mother of ours, the earth, for their own use, and fence their neighbor away. ... If America had been twice the size it is, there still would not have been enough." Sitting Bull

We all have to live by full responsibility because, if we don't, we end up in the mess we are in now. The breaking down of nature and MAN has all come out of us taking NO responsibility for what we do and the immense harm and degradation that we are causing is expanding through the generations just from the way we are living, from the diet and the belief systems which have brought about the locking up of multi-millions of hectares of land and the privatising of the waterways so that we are displaced from land, refugees on the land we call home. Add to this an overwhelming censorship and discrimination against the innocent, which is most of the population of MAN.

"Treat the earth well: it was not given to you by your parents, it was loaned to you by your children. We do not inherit the Earth from our Ancestors, we borrow it from our Children."

If we change the way we are thinking and feeling, thus changing the way we are eating and living, more than 90% of our problems go away and, without the stress of the obligations of "The System" hanging over our heads, we will be much healthier and happier.

Money has no relevance to the basics of life and yet we have allowed our lives to be ruled by commerce and a system that leaves the door open for some to abuse others without recourse to the point where the list of abuses would not fit into an Encyclopaedia Britannica. Living locally is the answer because then everyone knows everyone and, if any one steps out of line, they are answerable to the whole community and the whole community works together to resolve the problem. When we live like this, we are all the government, judge and jury of our communities and we don't need interference from third parties.

"Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are but one thread within it. Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves. All things are bound together. All things connect"
No matter how much we dive into the information of "The System", nothing seems to change. We can watch all the best documentaries and current affairs, study under all the great minds covering all fields of endeavour, sit by the side of all the great intellectuals, pore over all the great books of literature and divine inspiration, follow messiahs and saviours and yet, with all the brilliant collective minds that have brought forth the progress of civilization with all its inventions, JUST LOOK AT THE MESS WE ARE ALL IN RIGHT NOW ALL ACROSS EARTH. There are billions of happy, loving families and all kinds of benevolence but we are still in a mess. There is medicine, philosophy, engineering, scientific discovery, religion, philanthropy, education and research but just look at the mess!

"We know our lands have now become more valuable. The white people think we do not know their value; but we know that the land is everlasting, and the few goods we receive for it are soon worn out and gone."

Very few are willing to see the obvious common denominator that is glaring at all of us in plain sight, always, everywhere, which is that how each of us is thinking, feeling and living, instant by instant by instant, is causing this destruction. Everything of nature/reality/earth has a purpose and we are all now paying the price for messing with the natural purpose of all of life, both minuscule and giant, generation after generation after generation.

"We must protect the forests for our children, grandchildren and children yet to be born. We must protect the forests for those who can’t speak for themselves such as the birds, animals, fish and trees."

We were never meant to interfere with ANYTHING, including each other, and corrupt, distort and confuse its natural purpose. The whole of "The System" is the result of interference with the natural purpose of life. Interfere with the innocence of a child and that child can grow to harm millions of men, women and children. Harm the air and many breathing the air will be deeply affected. Harm the water and uncountable lifeforms will suffer. Tamper with a forest and vast arrays of species will die in that forest, many becoming extinct. Damage the earth and the whole of earth will eventually be destroyed.

Whatever we do wherever we are that supports and causes harm to life is affecting men, women and children all across earth no matter where they may be. We are all intrinsically connected but we have all been so severely interfered with for so long since childhood that we have lost connection with the big picture of reality and the full responsibility that comes with doing no harm to what we are all naturally part of.

"We do not want riches. We want peace and love."
All children from the womb should be raised by the force of nature without anyone inside their heads defining them and therefore disconnecting them from the force of nature. In "The System", children are being defined before they are even conceived and in the womb and then they are bombarded with system knowledge (fantasy) from the womb to the grave.

"Everything on the earth has a purpose, every disease an herb to cure it, and every person a mission. This is the Indian theory of existence."

We now live in the end times of this massive fall from reality and in the coming few years we will witness the escalation of children dying before the age of 6 until we reach earth wide extinction to civilisation, again.

Isn't it time we all got our REAL priorities in order?

The invasion of all the tribes of MAN on land across earth was always about power and control over all of MAN everywhere through subjugation. The most powerful way to achieve this is to have complete power and control over food, water, shelter and communities/tribes/villages. Everything else going on no matter what is a distraction.

"When the Earth is sick, the animals will begin to disappear, when that happens, The Warriors of the Rainbow will come to save them."

We are on the lookout for unencumbered land in the Southern Highlands, NSW, Australia to create a Kingdom with others who dream to raise children amongst the vast abundance of a magnificent food forest we have all created together.

Here are photos of an organic garden built on top of a deep clay belt on 1/16th of an acre in East Bowral producing around 1.5 tonnes of living food per year Jan-2013 to Dec-2018:  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709374195440&type=3 and we have a history and you can explore it here: http://loveforlife.com.au

We had to dismantle the East Bowral garden Feb-March 2019:  

"Life is not separate from death. It only looks that way."

"The Great Spirit is in all things, he is in the air we breathe. The Great Spirit is our Father, but the Earth is our Mother. She nourishes us, that which we put into the ground she returns to us…"
"Among the Indians there have been no written laws. Customs handed down from generation to generation have been the only laws to guide them. Every one might act different from what was considered right did he choose to do so, but such acts would bring upon him the censure of the Nation…. This fear of the Nation’s censure acted as a mighty band, binding all in one social, honorable compact."

"The ground on which we stand is sacred ground. It is the blood of our ancestors."

"I have seen that in any great undertaking it is not enough for a man to depend simply upon himself."

Just having one pen in our hands involves tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of brothers and sisters condoning, supporting and causing harm to Earth/Nature in almost every instant of the whole of their waking and resting lives just for us to have that one pen in our hand.

The mountains and valleys deforested, all the machinery involved to chop, dig, clean, process, wash, transport, etc, the soil and deposits of minerals, all the destruction to land and water required to manufacture the construction sites used to manufacture the machinery, the multi-thousands of individual machine and tool parts required, coming from many parts of earth, the roads, the street lights, the white collars, blue collars and armies of labourers, the vast networks of administration, accounting, management and transportation required, the bank tellers and taxation staff, the internet, computers, telephones, printers, dockets, the marketing and advertising, the distributors and retail outlets, both physical and on-line shops, all the private corporations and government departments required to house all the bureaucrats and public servants stamping, scribbling and marking paper that is pushed from filing cabinet to filing cabinet to filing cabinet and scanned and saved on hard drives sharing data across vast networks of hard drives along the information highways, the police, the media, the farmers, the distributors of food, all the suppliers of chemicals, poisons and toxins delivered to the farmers, the trucks, the containers, boxes and packaging, the refrigeration, the warehouses, the parents, the families and all the staff involved in feeding the workers and building their homes and providing their services, the legal and court systems to settle disputes, the military with all its ships, aircraft, munitions, personnel, etc, to protect us so that we can do all of the above, the religions to soothe us into accepting the constant harm, the tobacco, alcohol, drugs and gambling to cope with the stress of all of the above, the processed food and drink because we don’t have time to grow clean, healthy food, the counselling, personal growth and psychiatric services to help us fit into the machine, the Oprah Winfreys and Dr Phills to keep us entertained, the fashion and beauty industries to make us feel good about our ailing bodies … the list is endless.

All of the above just so that you can have a pen in your hand.
We came to the land and chopped down the tall timbers and tore apart the old forests to make the infrastructure of the fantasy world of money. Thread by thread, we have been pulling apart the forests, the plains, the mountains and rivers just to keep us supplied with pens, not to mention cars, phones, TVs, newspapers and the endless list of consumer items available.

We are going to work for money that doesn't exist just so we can live the fantasy of the destruction of the forests and all of nature to create an artificial world of pure fantasy that requires the consumption of the natural world to prop it up.

Where is the life form, minuscule to giant, that has given permission for us to destroy it to become the artificial system that we think we need? We have been conned into thinking that we have divine rights to kill and maim as we stomp over life, extreme bullies in a bully system, in denial of just how far the harm is perpetrated by us in every aspect of system life, soothed and lulled into the mantras of "it's not my reality" and "we are all one consciousness" and the myth of duality.

No child has ever given its permission to be brainwashed and governed. We are not supposed to be governed because everything of government is built into every child if the child is allowed to blossom freely. We are not meant to be in an artificial world under a quota to meet the commercial values of the worth of our lives as determined by our masters.

All this has led to the bushfires so we need all the fire stations and thousands of men and women involved in protecting us from the fires of our making but no one wants to re-build the forests so this doesn’t happen.

It is this serving of fantasy that is destroying reality and we are faced with reality screaming out to us, saying

"What are you doing?

What are you doing?"

As everyone supports fantasy in every area of their lives, the machine of destruction keeps rolling along. The pen is just one, tiny example of hundreds of thousands and millions of items in our everyday lives that all require the same level of destruction and involvement by multi-thousands of men, women and children.

The items created out of harm doing criss-cross over and over and over as the pen needs paper and the paper needs a rubber, a paper clip, an envelope and the envelope needs a post box...... this MAN could intensely write for the next ten days about everything intricately involved for us to have what we need just to wake up in a
bed in a bedroom in a house in a street in a town in a state in a country in a world of pure fantasy that is destroying reality.

A pen is an unnatural thing made from destroyed nature, along with every other unnatural thing and often playing the game of "we cannot live without it ("The System") and all of it requires great and consistent destruction to nature from all of us all our waking and sleeping lives.

And then we wonder why earth is struggling and having droughts, floods, global warming, earthquakes, volcanos, pestilence, pandemics, famine, homelessness, genocide, and "natural" disaster after "natural" disaster....... 

And the reason we get sucked into the endless destruction is because we are brainwashed into it from the womb by our parents and extended families, our pre-school, primary school and high school teachers, all the propaganda coming at us from politicians, TV, movers, shakers and trendsetters, experts, people with opinions, priests on pulpits, and on and on and on, an endless stream of men and women telling us how to think, feel and act under psychotic states of pure fantasy, illusion and delusion.

This relentless conversation with chaos (fantasy) is the ONLY problem that we all have to face and get rid of all of it, NOW.

Nature is our/MANS true nature but we have turned away from nature preferring chaos, destruction, death, extinction, slavery and most importantly lies upon lies upon lies.......... 

And the remedy is most simple, just walk away from living unnatural ways in every way imaginable and this includes politics, economics/commerce/banking, insurance, ownership, brainwashing as in every definition being illuminated and set into motion to be the building blocks of massive tsunamis thrusting numerous waves of harm back at us, in the image of our dreaming/creation/projection/illumination/fantasy.

Performing fantasy IS DEATH TO LIFE.

Seeking fantasy to justify the perpetuation of fantasy, regardless of the guise, is still harm coming back at us, collectively and all.

Everything of nature/life/earth is sacred, is unique and original and its "system" is undefined/unquantifiable (beyond measurement), and when we define nature by using fantasy to mould nature into these defined images we dream for, we will continue to push fantasy upon reality which is the ONLY way we cause immense harm to nature, to us, our true nature.
The WHOLE of "System" life is this fantasy being pushed on to reality, the pen, the rubber, the ruler, the paper, the compass, the square, the a, b, c, 1, 2, 3, etc, etc, etc, etc...........

Defining consciousness (alphabet words) is pure fantasy that has us drift away from undefined reality because the definitions of alphabet words form the perceptions of reality we have borrowed from others and copied and thus we have forgotten who we really are, out of which comes all the bullies with their harm doing, perpetually corrupting and destroying reality under the guise of "love this" and "love that", etc = "The System" with everyone raised in it being that out of control rolling stone horrific bully, all-the-while hiding inside the make-believe havens of justifications that were formed out of the definitions of fantasy they perceive as being their reality, with no resistance to the alphabet words that keep coming up that have them be the ongoing machines of harm to MAN and MAN'S true nature that is earth, reality.


More here: http://loveforlife.com.au

Other Love For Life articles to explore

The Extent Of The Freemasonic Networks Is Vast, International And All-Encompassing Of Everything Going On In "The System"
3rd January 2020: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221030437818705

The Magic Carpet Ride

More On The Background To The Scam Behind Climate Change
23rd December 2019: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220919411763123

More Climate Change Bullshit
24th December 2019: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220928150741592
Words Have No Power Of Life; They Are Dead
3rd January 2020:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221029878724728

They Say We Each Produce A Cup Of Water Per Day That Is 250ml
15th December 2019:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220837686840051

The Situation With Adrian Laughery
30th December 2019
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220986090510050

There is a lot of ground to cover and if you also want to help co-create Kingdom in this life visit our website.

All the best to you and your families.

Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
http://loveforlife.com.au
action@loveforlife.com.au
0418 203204 - Int: 61 418 203204
http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
http://youtube.com/arthurloveforlife
PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW Australia

-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

We posted this article, "Oh, The Irony Of It All", on many other FB walls including the Robertson Commons Community Facebook Group where these comments occurred.

Sanitised 1

Ahh! Here I was lamenting the lack of Freemasonary manifestos on this page. Cheers!

-----------------------
If we are not conscious of the intentions, the bigger picture, when we are exposed to
the programs, the programs become us. Defining reality is a program set into motion
by those who want others programmed in their image/intention. This brainwashing
goes very very deep. and unless one takes focus and zooms into the programs to
scrutinise and contemplate on its contents and its effects (outcomes), none will be
wiser. No offense intended.

Sanitised 2

Long winded waffle of which your point is completely lost.
Would have been much better to summarise and link to the original article.

Arthur Cristian

The long-winded waffle is the fantasy one floats along with in "The System" without any
interest in seeing/sensing the big picture as to what is really going on, that being the
perpetual outcomes that have everyone in uproar without ever taking full responsibility
to stop the waffle and therefore confront the harm and the harm doers that caused the
outrage in the first instance.. No disrespect intended.

Wollondilly Living Community Facebook Group

The comments below are referring to this post, "Oh, The Irony Of It All".

Sanitised 3

Doing no harm, living among nature
Wonder how the internet and facebook on your technology (phone/computer/tablet) fit
into that?

Arthur Cristian
They don't fit in Sanitised 3. We are compromised just as we are all compromised and this does not mean that we just give up and do nothing in this life. We've been gradually withdrawing from "The System" since 2005 while developing the skillsets to replace the dependencies on what "system" things we gave up. Our goal is to completely withdraw in this life once Kindom is fully operational. This is all covered in our website.

--------------------------------

Sanitised 4

Jesus Christ what the fuck was that? I've read shorter novels!

--------------------------------

Sanitised 4

So I read from the bottom up. Basically, you're a climate change denier...

--------------------------------

Arthur Cristian

We (MAN) are creating everything to our experience. Bring forward an experience (thought, idea, feeling, dream, story, etc) without MAN (men, women, children) being a party to that experience.

It is always MAN coming forward in 3rd party acting as Climate Change, God, Jesus, Easter Bunny, Santa Claus, Tooth Fairy, Money, Commerce, Supreme Court, Government, Liberal Party, Evolution, Big Bang, Astrology, Astronomy, Numerology, Quantum Physics, Yellow Daffodil, a, b, c, 1, 2, 3, Alice In Wonderland, carbon dating, ice age, ID, Drivers License, Birth Certificate, calendar, time, etc, etc...

If someone claims that the above exist but there is only a MAN coming forward with wagging tongue and wiggling fingers acting as any of the above, that MAN will be lying and committing fraud and potential slander if they claim they exist, are true.

Bring forward the above so we can hear these claims directly from the tongue of Climate Change, God, Jesus, Easter Bunny, Santa Claus, Tooth Fairy, Money, Commerce, Supreme Court, Government, Liberal Party, Evolution, Big Bang, Astrology, Astronomy, Numerology, Quantum Physics, Yellow Daffodil, a, b, c, 1, 2, 3, Alice In Wonderland, carbon dating, ice age, ID, Drivers License, Birth Certificate, calendar, time, etc, etc... and not from the wagging tongue and wiggling fingers of a 3rd party actor, a MAN.
It's not about denying that the climate is changing, although it is always good to investigate all sides in an argument, it's about looking at WHY we are experiencing all the extremes and how we are all causing it. Pointing the finger at Scott Morrison over the bush fires is an example of our denial into the cause of all our issues; it is how each of us lives, day in day out in "The System" that is causing the disasters we are facing.

No offense intended.

--------------------------------

Sanitised 5

Well, I like the idea of growing and eating food locally but that's not really practical atm with the lack of rain. Need to do something about the climate.

--------------------------------

Arthur Cristian

We create the climate - we need to change the way we are thinking, feeling and acting.

Basically, being raised in "The System" has defined mediocrity and scarcity as the "norms" of everyday life.

"Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence" comes out of years and years of very deep brainwashing.

Through our ancestors, we all came from original tribes living amongst magnificence and abundance all across earth, the "same" magnificence and abundance of nature/earth/reality still existing today, even though collectively we are doing a great job of destroying almost everything of what remains of natures magnificence and abundance which reminds us all of our true heritage.

Our great ancestors did not come out of the dark ages that was somehow set amongst the magnificence and abundance of nature LOLLLLL This is all predetermined (defined) bullshit as were the make-believe inventions of evolution, big bang, aliens, etc, including many dinosaurs like t-rex (not giants like Mammoths, etc) that never existed - they were all crafted out bits and pieces of bones found here and there across vast distances and used with Plaster on Paris to craft these massive lies.
Freemasonic controlled institutes like the Smithsonian Institute had a lot to do with this scam. The biblical end-times agenda to deceive us all started roughly 1200 years ago of sunrises and sunsets,

The bible is a secretly encoded man-made blueprint, a business/master plan with incremental projections/forecasts for a One World Govern-mente (govern the mind of MAN), A New World Order = a new type of brainwashed MAN, and the Bible can only be read by those initiated (eyes to see) into the Freemasonic/occultic secrets of doublespeak/tripplespeak encoded in their alphabets.

Back in the ninth/tenth centuries of their recorded ages they called their new alphabet language (old) English, The New World Language.

Every English letter has a meaning/symbol not taught to the people, containing a secret story that only those initiated into its secrets will know.

At its most basic black heart, the intention of the great lie and liar behind this scam, the Freemasons Grand Architect, a MAN, was to con the descendants of all our invaded and captured ancestors, US, and through gradual indoctrination and severe brainwashing, have our ancestors and us beLIEeve (be the lie = fall into the lie = the beLIEVE of our fall from reality into fantasy), we all came from no-life, nothing - no substance of life - no intelligence, intention, etc, into miraculously producing the substance of life, somehow, someway, which is impossible to do, and evolve into squiggly crawly things that evolved into Neanderthals, etc, and finally end up at the end-times of this Glorious Grand Plan standing at the apex of this predetermined, progress of civilization, it's the best we can be right now, all-the-while we're collectively destroying almost everything of what remains of the magnificence and abundance of nature/earth/reality.

LOLLLLLL

Our temporary website homepage goes more deeply into these incontrovertible facts  
http://loveforlife.com.au

30th January 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221294465379229
Anyone lost to fantasy will not have reality to sense on their radar. The blimps on their radar are the ones they project, illuminate and animate there and when brothers and sisters are performing these fantasy rituals, they will act out the intentions of whatever programming is encoded in these fantasy blimps and therefore, are capable of doing immense harm to the living.

Through imagining fantasy is reality, they will all use the "name" of the definition that defines the fantasy of their perception of reality, the blimp, of any natural life-form. This blimp is what they use to kidnap the real lives of reality and by doing so, they are hijacking the intentions and dreams of those they are projecting the blimp onto. This is how they use fantasy to impersonate others, including all the claims and justifications they attach to those they are harming and washing their hands of all their dirty work.

The practice of the craft of this Satanic ritual will have the imaginers prone to hearing and feeling voices, to wallowing in e-motions that they conjure up, believing that the e-motions are the result of their interactions with those around them when it is all their imagination gone awry. When they are lost in fantasy and they believe the information of the blimps, they perform according to the blimps and blame the living who they have conflict with, when everything is all just in their heads and they are delusional. We all do this with nature, the blimps making us harm the forests, mountains and the oceans under the influence of our imagining.

It does not matter who is intel or not - the same harm doing shit still applies. All are very dangerous to the living, to reality. This is how and why all of reality, nature, MAN is currently being destroyed in 1001 ways all across earth without respite.

If all of MAN were not illuminating fantasy blimps on to their radars, then they would only be sensing reality on their radars and would be directly communing with their true intentions and their purpose/dreams for life. Here and now and forevermore, we would all be living in paradise, raising children in paradise and there would be no lies, chaos, wars, crimes, confusion, distractions, slavery, no government, rules of law, religions, commerce, ownership, education, mining, abattoirs, sickness, disease, poverty, homelessness, etc, etc, etc, because all of this ("The System") is the blimps of pure fantasy that we are projecting, illuminating and animating to distort reality.

Intel:
https://cnet2.cbsistatic.com/img/8C_0TTW8mb8RMYtuwNQvoZcjjC8=/1200x675/2014/10/27/b8e96157-5efa-48fc-879f-156ef775d77e/vertical-zombies.jpg
9th January 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221086743626315

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

Unless some of you start creating and expanding a massive food forest here and now, all you have left on offer is NOTHING which includes all the talking, arguing and blaming about this, that and the other.

All that matters is LIFE and massive food forests ARE LIFE for the living, and it's here creating, expanding and living amongst massive food forests where your ONLY true freedom and everyone's freedom exist forevermore.

So unless you work really hard for the next 15 to 30 years undoing all the damage you are all fully responsible for while being consumers and materialists destroying LIFE (nature/earth/MAN) you are left as NOTHING, soulless, lifeless.

Unless you are creating the light (life) for those lost in the darkness of no life to return to, there is NOTHING of LIFE/TRUTH existing for everyone and you all die with NOTHING to show for your wasted fruitless lives, no legacy of LIFE and no LIFE inheritance. If you remain in the darkness all you have on offer is the ongoing follow-through of your participation in the diminishment of life = NO LIFE.

There is no LIFE in money/commerce because you can't OWN life - you can only create life and be the life living amongst the massive food forests of life.

Look What One MAN Can Do Creating Food Forests
https://docdro.id/WDwiMtX
"Oh, The Irony Of It All":
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221057627498430

or download it from here https://docdro.id/NSVt8RD

and do read

"Magic Carpet Ride":
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220643646269158

or download it from here: https://docdro.id/1q8bFul

--------------------------

Blooey Moreno

Wrote this this morning:

"Whirl, Whirl, Whirl"
I talk with Jesus sometimes while he's out there gardening.
He says he died for nothing, so we might as well just sing:
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
Don't ask for your inheritance, when all the beauty's gone:
The crop we watered most of all is that good ol' American lawn.
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
Bulldoze a thriving forest to build your emergency room
That poisons the water and soil and air the healthy would consume.
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
Say you love the great outdoors, but love don't shoot love dead
While ammunition stores take aim at the targets in your head.
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
Our bodies decay as we study all day the secrets of wielding power,
So we sell our brains to businesses whose business is to devour.
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
We drill the earth for oil like mosquitos seeking marrow
And go buzzing down the highway on the ashes of tomorrow.
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
In quest of progress, we say our prayers to our electric gods,
While African children fetch us cobalt, tunneling like dogs.
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
The stars we see traveled to meet our eyes through outer space,
But we build observatories just to study our lover's face.
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
I talk with Jesus sometimes while he's out there gardening. He says he died for nothing, so we might as well just sing:
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.
Whirl, whirl, whirl, busy world.

--------------------------

Troy Dun

how do we eat thru winter? can / jar enuff food? a greenhouse warm all winter?

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

Learn and practice ALL the essential skill sets that will both have you eat all year round and eventually, with others, completely change the climate back to an earth wide temperate climate. :)

--------------------------

9th January 2020

From another FB group thread occurring today...

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221087906135377

--------------------------

Sanitised

Have you looked into gemstone university and Pantera private society Arthur Cristian, run By Ken Scott Cousins? Big things are happening that are going to transform this world into a much better place for all mankind.

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian
Hi Sanitised :) 

Yes, some years ago, but it's still "The System" under another guise where MAN (men, women and children) continue being defined and therefore remain trapped = "Definitions Form The Fantasies Of Perceived Realities".

The definitions are prisons as in Govern-ment-e = govern the mind of MAN.

Defining reality is how MAN fell from reality and those behind it, occultists/high-level-Freemasons, are fully responsible for the mess we are all in today, even though everyone under these programs have free will and are misusing it, making them complicit in all the harm going on all across earth in every way imaginable.

These occultists are still in our heads, their voices, their definitions, etc, telling us how to think, feel and act/perform, etc.

Like an eagle soaring very high with eyes that can zoom into any tiny detail well below, there is a lot of ground for all of us to cover the big picture of "The System" so that we are those eagles grasping everything of the big picture, all the tiny detail, and bring it all back into the big picture of reality where the eagle is soaring so very high, and from there, be able to simplify everything going on below, all the tiny detail (the devil is in the detail - so to speak), so that we can steer through all the distractions on offer in "The System" and finally get out of this man-made hell ("The System") forevermore in this life without ever looking back.

--------------------------

Sanitised

Thanks, Arthur, but all that has changed thanks to Gemstone. What they have done will soon be known worldwide, there is no system, it's being removed and everyone will be free to live how life was meant to be lived. I can't say to much due to what i can say publicly, but people like you will and can be a major part of this in to bring about the society that you dream of. I will contact you again when i can let you know more in making this a reality. But this world will be changing, the old system is being dismantled as we speak

--------------------------

Sanitised

Arthur Cristian what you have posted above resonates with Pantera on multiple levels

--------------------------
Arthur Cristian

Just remember that "society" contains a govern-men-t-e where some are elevated above others, "we are all equal but some are more equal than others".

If you do dive deep into the Love For Life insight work we share freely, you will see/sense how the good heart of any vessel (MAN) can be confused and misled, leading to their vessel being hijacked by the fake persona (e-go) they have imagined (illuminated) into a make-believe existence, and through their misguided notions/directions, have it be in control of the helm of the vessel that's still controlled by the guile and cunning methodologies applied by these black-magic worshipping occultists.

--------------------------

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221087906135377

9th January 2020

Matt Brooksbank

I once joined Pantera for a year and learned a lot. But still ...

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

Creating and expanding food forests and everyone having the space to live amongst them is all that matters. Nothing else does. In fact, all else is "system" bullshit.

--------------------------

Ira Tozer

Quote "In fact, all else is "system" bullshit.

" I agree with your return to nature philosophy, but it makes me wonder if what you said above is true.

Why are YOU still plugged in?

--------------------------
Arthur Cristian

@ Ira Tozer

To bring light for those lost in the darkness to return to, If there is no light existing then there is no light for those lost in the darkness to return to. Since March 2005, this is all that this MAN has been doing.

--------------------------

Andrew Rusterholz

Apologies for what might sound like a dumb question but, what is Pantera? I thought it was a metal band 😊

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

https://www.gemstoneuniversity.org

Our Mission

The GEMSTONE University is an integral component of the PanTerra D'Oro Mutual Benefit Society established to provide education, tools and resources for the members of the Society to achieve true freedom in all aspects of their lives. The first step on this path to freedom is removing the presumptions that attach us to debt and liabilities, bankruptcy and enslavement. In order to achieve this, one must remove these presumptions and remove presumed consent, as well as step into a jurisdiction that provides safe harbor and safe haven. It is the Mission and Intent of GEMSTONE University to integrate and present a comprehensive understanding of How It All Fits Together, all the elements that create our world: history, law, money, jurisdiction, and many more subjects, in an accessible and understandable system of courses, written materials and audio/video presentations.

The University is part of a larger endeavor, the GEMSTONE Global Media Alliance, which is building multi-media, networking, broadcasting, content development, new economic models, community integration, global action combined with local identities, and embracing the diversity of the world’s peoples, cultures and races into a global family. This global network will be the foundation of our interactive community for social and economic networking, bringing forward new technologies and projects for sustainable living, as well as assistance and support for all who wish to apply their life force energies towards building a new world of freedom, abundance and prosperity, a world that works for all.
Andrew Rusterholz

Thanks for that

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

HE #dusn't# KNOW *wot* The" System' REALly' IS 'and' He LikEs" SECrecy.
RU *dreaming of A-SOCIety(SEcret)SOCIal'ism/FAbian"
WEdo" KNOW *wot* aWORLDchange(NWO) me-ans"

1st February 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221320494629944

Arthur Cristian

BE WARNED - Entering into any of the 7 x FB walls, Youtube channel or the Love For Life website we use, will have you exposed to a cult that's out to brainwash you and turn you into a happy Love For Life slave. If you have been infected by us, please urgently contact the master cult healer Jaba as he will help you deprogram.

Note: We are all about true/real freedom and so are many of those who visit the Love For Life Facebook walls, YouTube channel and website. However, as soon as those inspired by their dreams of freedom begin to walk the talk of the remedy of true freedom in this life, they are going to be labelled a cult because this is one of the manipulation weapons the occultists/freemasons and their intel lackeys have to turn men and women away from really walking away from "The System" to true freedom, IN/AS THIS LIFE.

However, notice that none of the detractors of Love For Life, none of the accusers and cult labellers, have any remedy on offer to completely walk away from "The System" IN THIS LIFE - all they do is point and criticise while claiming they are part of the real freedom truth movement and they work hard to both create such a front and maintain
It. They try to look like they are one of us (so to speak) when in fact they are just controlled (sold out) opposition.

This is because the "remedy" they are working for is the New World Order (NWO) that we, and many others, have exposed over and over again since 2005 because there will still be masters and slaves, despite its green, one love/earth/world, divine, consciousness mantras. Their NWO is the reincarnation of their systems of feudalism and manorialism, of exclusive and privileged landlords, "good guys" overseeing a cashless slave system based on quota.

The consequences of their remedy coming to fruition is beyond most people's present comprehension but be warned; what seems to be the answer we have all been waiting for will very quickly lose its shiny wrapping and the filth of its true nature will become apparent, but not until global control has been achieved.

A good question for those who just like to stir up trouble is, "What is your remedy to set MAN free from being underneath another MAN and to stop the constant, relentless harm doing all across earth IN THIS LIFE?"

We have said on many, many occasions that we are not here to tell anybody how to live their lives, just to show them what is stopping them living their heartfelt dreams of freedom, truth, joy, abundance, etc. But, of course, this is how a cult operates!

Currently, almost the main focus of the LFL work is the e-motional controls and triggers that most of us are under the spell of and just pointing out how this works brings up a lot of e-motional controls and triggers for a lot of people! However, it is important to realise that these e-motional controls and triggers are all coming from "The System" brainwashing and are all in place to keep you locked into "The System", even as you dream to walk away. If they don't wake up, if they are not prepared to face up to the demons that control them, most will die in "The System" even as they dream of walking away.

This subject also drags in a frenzy amongst the "good guy" intel operatives and all their zombies because their job is to stop people waking up to what is holding them back and to dismantle any threat that encourages people with courage and determination to walk away IN THIS LIFE.

If it doesn't happen in this life, it isn't happening. If people are not prepared to make it happen in this life, then they have defaulted to the psyops that are preventing them from making it happen IN THIS LIFE. You shall know them by their fruits.

"The System" is a cult filled with the most complicated, subtle, all-encompassing brainwashing techniques ever invented - your average, everyday, common garden cult has absolutely NOTHING like the power and control over the thinking of their members
as those behind "The System" have over billions of men, women and children all across earth, very few of whom think they are in a cult.

Love For Life has been consistently on track with the same message since 2005. We have never wavered, only refined and consolidated the ideas behind Love For Life as we have learnt and grown along the way, improving the delivery.

It is interesting how some of those who are quick to stick the "cult" label on Love For Life, run with the Love For Life insight work - how come they are not in a cult, if Love For Life is a cult?

Just how dangerous is the Love For Life insight work to those who are threatened by it, especially as it is all given away freely?

We knew from the beginning that the attacks would come and we knew that many would come so close to the truth we were sharing but not close enough to share the real message in its powerful entirety because they are in the payroll of those whose power and control is threatened by the Love For Life insight work.

Intel likes to sleep with the enemy, getting close to those at the heart of the threat so as to work out how best to derail it, learning the work intimately so as to be able to twist it so that it is no longer a threat. Examples of this include what happened in Laurel Canyon in the 1960s and in Australia in the 1990s with Pauline Hanson's One Nation Party.

No skin of our backs. Love For Life is not a movement or a revolution. We are not here to save anyone or lead anyone because that is a cult. This is only about eternal life or eternal death IN THIS LIFE and each MAN will make that choice, thanks to free will.

More on all this here: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221279699650095

-----

From the same OP posted on Arthur's FB wall 30th January 2020:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221294465379229 and in the Love For Life Kindom group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/permalink/2339859936305671 and in Fiona's FB wall
https://www.facebook.com/fiona.cristian.33/posts/189695515566093 came these series of comments

-----------------------

On Arthur's FB Wall
Troy Dun

'THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS LIKE TEARING APART YOUR ENTIRE HOUSE LOOKING FOR YOUR KEYS WHILE YOU'RE RUNNING LATE FOR WORK ONLY TO REALIZE THEY WERE IN YOUR POCKET ALL ALONG'


-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

Exactly. Thanks for sharing this Troy Dun :)

-----------------------

Lee Maxwell Judd

Troy Dun best meme yet.

-----------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

"king'of(UNDER)the"doME(CHUrch)
HEaven=FANTasy
JESus" neVER had AreMEdy"
That"is' THE "sign4the* LUCIferic DEceptZION

-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk

Besides recognising/sensing the play on "words" and particularly the psyops behind "words" like "Kingdom", that are intentionally crafted by occultists to perpetually enslave all believers into "The System" daily life-rituals of slavery, both covert and overt, we also have to sense the good-hearted intentions and sentiments of brothers and sisters using alphabet "words".to communicate with us.
It's all in the intentions and we felt no issue with Troy’s intentions.
Arthur Cristian

@ Troy Dun

Agreed. Creating Kindom tribes who let nature raise the children is how we completely break the current alphabet language dependency and will cause our descendants to never look back.

Troy Dun

telepathy

Arthur Cristian

Troy Dun Undefined communication

Troy Dun

@ Arthur Cristian

Your message is very different from the other "truth tellers" i know of who speak & i dig that. So how'd u learn most of what u know ? From meditation ? Reading books ? Internet websites / videos etc ? or from gardening / working with nature ? i know its a combo of all the above, but what percentages of each would u estimate ?

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

@ Arthur Cristian
In this case it’s not about Troy’s intent but That of the maker of the Meme and That" is clearly of the Occults.

Also using these terms with a good hearted intent doesn't change the original intent behind these words to deceive others into fantasy: dreaming about angels and heavens etc.

Thus it must be always outlined analytically to show the real intent.

Also no matter how you think you use it (play around) it will not change the outcome of the predetermined intent of the occults: the further fall of man as a hue-man into the rabbit-hole of fictional imagination.

All "bux* Ra* 666-FANtasy* &The" INTERnet' =666-fanTASY2
You can only get these clues by reconnecting with the LIVing nature.

-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk

And living nature is undefined consciousness and we can ONLY sense that which brings us back to the intention behind what we sense of undefined consciousness and that is our true power and is truth and is do no harm, etc.

The prisons formed out of alphabets can only become prisons if you believe in, have faith in and have associated opinions attached to the belief and faith out of which come all commercial contracts, consent, bonds, trusts, compliance, acquiescence, indentures, obligations, etc, etc.

It's commercial due to arrangement etc because one MAN is agreeing to be under the power and authority of another MAN until the exercising of their fruits of labour has fulfilled the terms of the contract/arrangement/mortgage/etc, and the contract has been terminated.

Free will always has relief on offer if one can dream it so. Through free will, there is always a cure to any malady.

The true power is in how we dream more magnificent dreams and how we set these magnificent dreams into motion which again brings us back to intention.
It is ALL in the intention and no man-made prison is more powerful than a MAN living (live in) the magnificent dreams they hold and live for as their life.

-----------------------

William Wilson

@ Arthur Cristian

yes arthur, well said. people have been indoctrinated heavily enough without mixing them up even more. we have to be able to communicate with them without sending them further into confusion. we did not come here with letters or numbers sewn or tattooed to our asses. their are no such thing as word experts, if there was this wud be like taking a shovel full of shit and piling it somewhere else and expecting it to be a shovel full of rose petals, no its still a shovel full of shit. mustafa, when you take your letters and numbers and you jumble them about no matter what you do you still end up in nonsense now. how wud u like me 2 tell u that i am an astro not which i am naut, u c its all non sense my friend. plz lets knot have any 1 commenting on my spelling , i am knot an expert nor do i want 2 b 1. try keep"n it simple for the simple like me. I u all.

-----------------------

Troy Dun

thanx William, agreed, jumbled spellings & butting into everyone's comments to be the word police is very annoying & do no good for anyone except the EGO of the word policeman.

-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

@ William Wilson.

Great insightful comment William Wilson

-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

Troy Dun When 14 (1971) and out of misery, frustration, unhappiness, etc, this MAN created a dream of determination to learn and know truth, and ever since, including what this MAN experienced since appearing in the womb, has contributed immensely to the Love For Life insights this MAN shares.
Contemplate while using scrutiny and keep going where the logic of truth/sense takes you.

Never follow a belief system as it, the definitions will always keep you trapped and unable to step outside of its prison (the devil is in the detail/tiny details, etc) and into a much bigger picture of reality.

-----------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

@ William Wilson

The question is How do you communicate so that the intent can show clearly?

The answer is Not with an occult alphabet-tongue BUT only with natural Sounds as the real MAN Did long"ago.

And this problem we have now thanks to work of INTELlect IS what I am pointing out here.

Only a few (with analytic mind) can comprehend this. It's not about emphasizing this fiction but only showing the "real" intent behind these words That have been programmed (grimoire) in our heads.

So when the word-expert shows the hidden meaning then the rosy word becomes dirty and not the other way around. To the beLIEver of the words interpretation it is not convenient as in example he connects LOVEevol with his heart (good intention) and now someONE tells him That the oppoSITE is the case as it is just an illusion and the false light of the emotions.

This hurts the believer.

Also I can sense envy about He thinks he knows better. But all lam doing here is sharing what Eye found out. In daily life it is very important to me as I can now see the intent of the ONE talking to me. Thus this knowledge can be used as an important tool to scrutinize and contemplate.

I feel misunderstood here but lam used to it. Thus my comments can only be useful to those who also can see the devil of the de-tails.

Again these are not MY blood-LETterrs. I hav'n't created them - just using it.
YES I agree That it is all NonSENse anyway. But as long as we use the alphabet to communicate we shall use it wisely as those do who rule over us.

For as long as you can not see the full picture of this Great deception based on words you will not be able to come back to reality as the magicians can easily always draw you back to the illusion.

This is why so many followers of Arthur's insights are still mesmerized with this new (c)age stuff and can't get things done on their own.

That's why KinDom is'n't working yet.

-----------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

@ Troy Dun

*pls* &#thanx# R-SLAVE-terms*

Al'so here I can read out the ENVY intent of the ONE That can obviously not comprehend it.

It does not matter what and how this man does. It matters how you respond.

Impersonating this man as a fictional word-police is not a good idea. Just pointing out facts. No personal (ego) intent.

YES for any-ONE (Dead NUMBer) it is of NO good and very anNOYing. I comprehend That. Then it's better just to ignore it. Ignorance = STUPIDity&CARElessness. You chose: to learn something from the insights of other men or stay as you are!

Also this man has an e-go for SURE but can you show me the EGOistic intent of this man to figure out the hypnotical intent of these words?

-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk

you said "That's why KinDom is'n't working yet."
Totally agree with you bro. We have been aware of the "why" and "how", etc, for many years now.

-----------------------

On Arthur's FB wall

Ivan Poštić

ha ha Arthur Cristian still chatting with paedophiles?


-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

You can't be in "The System" and not have direct or indirect relationships with pedophiles - here and there, they are behind all the services and benefits one uses for food, water, shelter, commerce, banking, insurance, government, bureaucracy, media, Hollywood, internet, social media, mechanical transport, education, shopping centers, libraries, etc, etc.

To remove relationships with pedophiles is to completely drop "The System" and go into the wild where there is no man-made system and get on with life there.

If Mustafa is a pedophile and he is removed from Facebook, it still doesn't stop all the other direct and indirect relationships one still has with pedophiles elsewhere.

As for this MAN, anyone inappropriately touches or sexually abuses my daughters or partner or others close to this MAN, will be physically smashed again, again and again with a piece of steel.

Over the Love For Life years, seven unrelated pedophiles committed suicide shortly after this MAN visited them in the private.

So if you and Jaba and others want to continue creating controversies where there aren't any, there is no 1st party evidence, while trying to drag us (Fiona/Arthur) into this fantorgasmic coliseum of your imagining, to have us engage with your staged theatrics, we will block you all, whoever they may be.

Your post is hijacking this thread, even though its contents are clearly revealing your present modus operandi (so to speak), notwithstanding a cultish behaviour too.
If you don't have first party (incontrovertible) evidence to back your pedo claims, it's best to keep things private and not have them aired in the public domain.

If Mustafa requests these pedo comments to be deleted due to its slanderous contents, we will do that.

Mustafa Musti Öztürk?

----------------------------------

Ivan Poštić

@ Arthur Cristian

no cult here just asked you a question because it's insane what you are doing, the proof is in his comment and hint in the picture he posted on his wall (y)

----------------------------------

Ivan Poštić

and you even ask the paedophile if the comment should be removed? :)

----------------------------------

Arthur Cristian

@ Ivan Poštić

That is NOT evidence, instead it's pure speculation and fantasy. Like we said, keep such claims in the private until you have 1st party evidence to back your claims.

If you don't respect our wishes, then you already don't give a fuck about us and we will just block you Ivan Poštić.

----------------------------------

Arthur Cristian

We go by.... innocent until proven guilty.

If your mission is to rout Mustafa Musti Öztürk out, then go for it, but don't come seeking our support when you don't have any solid evidence.
Pictures and text can tell a thousand stories and almost all of it, if not all, are just made up out of thin air by 3rd parties.

-----------------------

Fiona’s FB Wall

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

YES and ALL of *them (us) R-ON THIS fack*bug*

-----------------------

On the LFL Kindom Group FB Wall

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/permalink/2339859936305671

Lee Maxwell Judd

30th January 2020 at 21:45

Intel ain’t letting me add Pawel. A woke local tiler freind of mine. Funny that.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10222021196698007&set=pcb.2339859936305671&type=3&theater&ifg=1

-----------------------

Ivan Poštić

@ Arthur Cristian

what is freak Mustafa still doing in this group?

https://scontent.fsyd3-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.0-9/84256458_10221629239216139_435764229346164736_o.jpg?_nc_cat=111&_nc_ohc=mng7fHNBS04AX_yXjxn&_nc_ht=scontent.fsyd3-1.fna&oh=fc829b62aab8234379e4ad8d193fdd7e&oe=5EC27957

-----------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk
FREAKY MUSTI is' StIL'I' LikING &comMENTing' 2The* ENVY disLIKE...
DOyou want ART-Hur 2BAN *this' crazy PEDObear?
JAbaDA-Ba-doO ... 
Ask *ur* CULTleadER *wen* HE is' GOing 2FINish HIS Next Lfl-is'aCULT-VDO with MUSTI As the HEro in IT!?

-----------------------

Ivan Poštić

Yes, it would be great if paedophiles are kicked out of the group! Thx for confirming what you are (y) No need to spam every post, question was to Arthur & Fiona.

-----------------------

Arthur Cristian

Ivan, we are all about inclusion and not exclusion. We only block troublemakers and manipulators who lie, particularly those determined to create controversies where there aren't any and those who post porno links or commercial advertisements that have nothing to do with Kindom and getting out of "The System", back to Kindom in this life.

At first, when Mustafa came into our lives we did not know what to make of him but we persisted and over "time" we came to see that he is just different and we actually like that about him. He has never given us cause to be deeply concerned about Mustafa.

-----------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

"mayBE *iz* 'not" PAUL "but" *leONar'do* "" 

-----------------------

Ivan Poštić

Mustafa :) what are you talking about? :)

-----------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

@ Ivan Poštić
Fiona Cristian

We are thinking about taking down this thread shortly - but as it has been used to peddle blatant intel driven propaganda we will leave it up and post all the relevant comments taken from Arthur's FB wall.

-----------------------

From Arthur's FB Wall

Sunday 2nd February 2020

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

@ Arthur Cristian

I-Even think That Poshtich* is also JAbA - the way HE wRiTEs.

I-went on his page and checked-out his pictures until I found some" about the kindergarten alphabet and then a little boy playing with it.

I then shot back on another picture asking if the Little Jew eventually likes little boys (as usual) Then I was blocked of-course (as usual) You just do similar with the accusers and they run Away HAha...

His intent is to get Arthur moved (e-motion) to Kick-out pee-do's. This is exactly how a socially engineered society works. You make claims (false lies) and they react like little children: Yes Master! Suggestions....

And if you don't do so... fine... then you are also a pedo" as you protect him now. Thus the story-line continues and many" will fall for it. This is how the deception works.

Musti senses the intent in these words and then he plays along. He let's the perpeTRAIrTor come very close and then HE gets him!

And then: trying to tell others how to do (commenting) Don't talk for Arthur. We want Arthur to comment (engage) This is where we want him to be - in his e-motions with the NOthing.
So be foreWARNed about this strange guy called Musti! He is able to come in the night and take all your Lovely girls Away!

-----------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

@ Arthur Cristian

Paedophiles?

Huh?

Click on the link!

Oh He means the different guy called Musti! Look closely! Can you see his intent? He likes little girls! Sure! Ice-cream...

This is how they (the occult) get in-to your predetermined mind-set and get you to think what they think - the hidden predators.

Always look at their thinking about something! It is THEIR thinking = their dream = their intention. They easily reveal it.

And Musti just helps for the revelation. What a conning guy!

Paedophilia is one of THE MOST critical topics as it goes in-to our sexuality (sexual power=life-forceEnergy) and triggers emotions / mostly jealousy.

This tool is very effective to completely destroy the reputation of the fictional enemy. He also tries this with you: at least That you are violent to the girls. And That is nearly as bad a pedo. Unfortunately for him, he has no pedo-accusations available Against you.

This man has studied pedophilia for 27 years now and only since two years (Lfl - the darkness visible part 5D?) he knows what it's all about. He has made an 11 hours video about it That was always deleted from YT and the account finally closed.

Most of the pedo-haters (emotion) don't know That they are Even worse than That.

Again the term reveals: pedo=child & philos (love) = in an illusion (fantasy) with a child. That" is very destructive and I guess since Adrian That al'most EveryONE has this problem as they don't know WHO they are. FANTasy destroys REALity!
This man has NO emotional attachments to this topic as he is now in Non-physical state of mind. That means: he doesn't need the physical attention of others. Thus there is no jealousy either - do no harm to the offender but scrutinize and contemplate!!!

Here is a man of reason and he talked to many such ill-mannered people and saw the suffering they are in. In researching paedophilia you will come to see the biggest picture of the System and LIFE in one.

It is really a key to open a gate to our hell on Earth. That's why they don't want you to think about deeply and just go along with the main-stream opinion.

I also wonder (after DVp5d) That the occults did not attack your daughters in school to hurt you as in Every Wednesday
Lots and lots of sex... I know these kids...

NO don't delete anything!! Keep it all transparent! This man doesn't fear the outcome of this NonSENse. They can't get close enough before they burn themselves. The Truth is my light - the Everlasting fire.

Only the deceiver removes evidence. But you can make it an own story later to show HOW the E-go works and it's MALEvolent intent behind.

I think That as the VDO is published on YT to destroy the MAN behind Musti I can reveal That I all carefully prepared it for Jaba.
NOone can do like me as it is very risky if you care about your reputation.

But as Musti knows best about this topic NOone can beat him and they will all fail and fall for their own trap.

When HE announced to make a video about me I asked my girlfriend if she still has that pic' of Oat in her tablet. And she found it. Send it over to me. I wanna give him some ammunition.

The original post was on one of my 5 previous accounts from 2012 when I was teaching Elementary in BangKok. At the time when this picture was taken (valentines) I sat with my partner in KFC and pointed out to her That OAT looks exactly like one of my Lovely students. At That moment she took the pic. And it was posted with That comment. Oat is one of my friends here and there.

But now I made another comment - especially for the dirty mind of Jaba. And I knew " he would jump on it. Unfortunately he was not open for more as I prepared real pedo-stories for him to publish about this freak-enSTEIN junior.
With this" I would have destroyed him. He would never try it Again.

But we are peaceful right!?

You are now labelled insane because you can't see what he sees (deceived) in this picture. Obviously your mind is not dirty enough.

He calls a fictional comment PROVE HAhA... He doesn't know anything. He is really GOoNnEe...

He has learned NOthing from you, other-wise he wouldn't go for this"bull-shit.

But I must also say That it is due to the social engineering. Thus it's not really his fault either. We have to forgive him.

Even Xanthe's revelation about Adrian's wrongdoing is not first party evidence. You just Trust" and believe her. Only if you come to see it but That" would be fatal!

That's why at court(caught) you are called the wit-ness.

ANYway as his main-goal is to destroy you, he will want to show with his claims That are al'ways lies That Lfl is Even a secret pedo-cult because Arthur loves Musti so much That he can't see his intention behind to get all of his girls for him-self.

Also he suggested That Musti will one day hate Arthur (as Jaba) as he is in an love-illusion with his Grand Master.

I only can say to it: mental asylum or Switzerland is their base.

------------------------

Arthur Cristian

@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk

Agreed with everything and just want to clarify

you said: "He also tries this with you: at least That you are violent to the girls. And That is nearly as bad a pedo. Unfortunately for him, he has no pedo-accusations available Against you.".

This MAN has intensely and consistently confronted all the girls. Fiona, Hannah, and 4 daughters, so they can sense the e-motions and how it all really works.
This confrontation is no different to a strong immune system unwilling to let a fatal disease enter into the dreams of life of the MAN/vessel it's protecting so it can destroy its life, its living dream.

Confronting darkness/evil/malevolent-intent/etc and dissolving all its power and influence is not violence coming from this MAN, and this MAN is unwilling to let those he intimately cares for and is fully responsible for to be harmed by the strategic implanting of super destructive e-motions directed by occultists.

This MAN is out to completely destroy what this statue re-presents to the occultists IN THIS LIFE.

How does all this really work through all women raised in "The System" in everyday life, in an every day practical sense???

Bring their REAL agenda into plain sight, into an everyday practical sense software program = darkness visible.

Statue Of Liberty: https://www.democraticunderground.com/100212661919

-----------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Arthur Cristian
inNO-Cent

I assume That this Croatian Jew just watched the longAwaited video of Jaba and had to warn Arthur about this dangerous man...

But not really because of the protection of Artnur's girls but because Jaba wants Arthur to lose all followers as Arthur can't be willing to cooperate with assumed pedofiles or people that seemed good guys but then in reality with a while try one after another of the loved ones.

-----------------------

Arthur Cristian
@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk
LOLLLLLLLLL
Agreed. (Y)

-----------------------------

Saturday 1st February 2020

Note: Hannah Wood mentioned to us this afternoon, that after our last reply to Ivan Poštić (see above), Jaba has taken two sentences from this LFL post and turned it into evidence that we (Fiona/Arthur) and LFL are a cult and Jaba even made a Youtube video - we will not be watching it nor reading his agenda driven garbage.

Thanks for the offer Jaba but no thanks.

Since 2018, enough has already been covered with Jaba, see: "THE NOTHING Oh Jaba, Oh Jaba, Oh Jaba, Just What Has Become Of You?": https://docdro.id/n9Aoem9

Here are two links to a lot of the insights we have been sharing since November 2019, if you would like to explore further, if you are not too scared of being sucked into a cult, as well as the full thread of the article and discussion that was set up to give Jaba another crusade with the "Cult of Love For Life"!

Oh, The Irony Of It All
https://docdro.id/NSVt8RD

Magic Carpet Ride
https://docdro.id/1q8bFul

Fiona & Arthur Cristian

-----------------------------

Sunday 2nd February 2020

From this FB thread:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221320494629944 posted on Arthur’s FB wall

"BE WARNED - Entering into any of the 7 x FB walls, Youtube channel or the Love For Life website we use, will have you exposed to a cult that's out to brainwash you and turn you into a happy Love For Life slave. If you have been infected by us, please urgently contact the master cult healer Jaba as he will help you deprogram."
continued....., see link above.
Mustafa Musti Öztürk

YES and OUR King ArtHUR has so many girls around him. He is just a lucky bastard. The Jaba moonraisers have all reason to be very jealous.

Long live Arthur - the greatest MAN on Earth!

24th January 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221232583312216

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

One of our 2018 Fakebook come Youtube videos

**Are You Dreaming As The Egregores Beast Of Burden?**
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
6th August 2018
Live Facebook Chat 28th May 2018
2 Hours 21 Minutes 38 Seconds
https://youtu.be/QGDDbs0ueMc

where the Youtube view meter hit 860+ views within 36 hours of being uploaded, then stalled for three days and then reset back to 360 odd views where it again moved forward much slower than at snail's pace. Currently, it says 535 views when its more likely to be over 50,000 views. All our Youtube videos are ghosted or won't play or are censored, or the resolution is tampered with and the audio timing with the film is put out of sync, etc, etc.
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity
And Calling It Magnificence Part 2
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
14th August 2018
Live Facebook Chat
1 Hour 53 Seconds
https://youtu.be/QvBPahPsjV0

Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity
And Calling It Magnificence Part 1
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
7th August 2018
Live Facebook Chat
1 Hour 37 Minutes
https://youtu.be/FMvHbHypRc8

Are You Dreaming As The Egregores Beast Of Burden?
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
6th August 2018
Live Facebook Chat 28th May 2018
2 Hours 21 Minutes 38 Seconds
https://youtu.be/QGDDbs0ueMc

Why Do You Let Go Of Holding The Dreams Of Your Heart
And Default To The Fantorgasmic Egregore?
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
6th August 2018
Live Facebook Chat 18th May 2018
2 Hours 29 Minutes
https://youtu.be/C4_76npKusw

Can You Sense What You Are Currently Holding
As The Dream Of Your Life?
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
6th August 2018
Live Facebook Chat - 14th May 2018
2 Hours 28 Minutes 8 Seconds
https://youtu.be/QM8q37-yR-8

What Are You Calling Out
In The Dream Of Life You Are Holding?
Fiona & Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
6th May 2018
Live Facebook Chat - 28th March 2018
What Are You Holding In The Dream Of Your Life?
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
26th March 2018
Live Facebook Chat - 26th March 2018
1 Hour 38 Minutes
https://youtu.be/Hve9-GzwV7M

Note: The Next 4 Videos Are Not Yet Uploaded To Our Youtube Channel But You Can View Them On The Tru-Mon Show YouTube Channel - Links Provided Below

Don't Wake The Baby
The Background To "The System" Part 15
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 161)
Love For Life
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Recorded 12th October 2017
1 Hour 53 Minutes
https://youtu.be/ZDITAQhlszM

Our Marriage To Fantasy Is Our Vow Of Death Part 2
The Background To The System Part 14
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 160)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 4th September 2017
1 Hour 43 Minutes 10 Seconds
https://youtu.be/ueRsSlzkOuk

Our Marriage To Fantasy Is Our Vow Of Death Part 1
The Background To The System Part 13
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 156)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 2nd September 2017
2 Hours 19 Minutes 46 Seconds
https://youtu.be/J7_rf3JpEjY

The Invisible Cage Of The Good Hearted
The Background To The System Part 12
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 154)
With Jahnick Leaunier, Scott Andrews
Arthur and Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
Recorded 26th August 2017
2 Hours 7 Minutes 10 Seconds
https://youtu.be/6eElB8Er5cI

Breaking The Illusion Of Self Obsession Junkies Part 7
The Background To The System Part 11
18th June 2019
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 151)
With Jahnick Leaunier, Scott Andrews
Arthur and Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
Recorded 19th August 2017
2 Hours 19 Minutes 17 Seconds
https://youtu.be/6jonsHmqpNM

Sensing The Bigger Picture
The Background To The System Part 10
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
12th March 2018
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 153)
With Jahnick Leaunier, Scott Andrews
Arthur and Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
Recorded 17th August 2017
1 Hour 34 Minutes 29 Seconds
https://youtu.be/0PE7jRNNUMI

Home Is Where The Heart Is
Where Your Living Dreams Are
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
24th October 2017
1 Hour 7 Minutes 9 Seconds
https://youtu.be/Xxs--fFWvZ0

Breaking The Illusion Of Self Obsession Junkies Part 6
The Background To The System Part 9
22nd August 2017
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 149)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 12th August 2017
2 Hours 22 Minutes 14 Seconds
https://youtu.be/1SWTZ8EBh70

Breaking The Illusion Of Self Obsession Junkies Part 5
The Background To The System Part 8
21st August 2017
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 147)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 5th August 2017
2 Hours 43 Minutes 50 Seconds
https://youtu.be/QMO_Os8BBVc

Breaking The Illusion Of Self Obsession Junkies Part 4
The Background To The System Part 7
17th July 2017
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 146)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 29th July 2017
2 Hours 33 Minutes 55 Seconds
https://youtu.be/dMF5MF66cHU

Breaking The Illusion Of Self Obsession Junkies Part 3
The Background To The System Part 6
25th July 2017 The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 144)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 22nd July 2017
2 Hours 8 Minutes 42 Seconds
https://youtu.be/OZXmqbnFXkk

Breaking The Illusion Of Self Obsession Junkies Part 2
The Background To The System Part 5
16th July 2019
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 143)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 15th July 2017
2 Hours 17 Minutes 57 Seconds
https://youtu.be/Ky1jZOCdQxM

Breaking The Illusion Of Self Obsession Junkies Part 1
The Background To The System Part 4
10th July 2017
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 142)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Eclipse Of The Sun
The Background To The System Part 3
15th October 2016
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 72)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 6th September 2016
2 Hours 27 Minutes 22 Seconds
https://youtu.be/FMOsOi1kNRc

Eric Dubay's Flat Earth Is A Cult
The Background To The System Part 2
31st August 2016 The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 69)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 30th August 2016
2 Hours 33 Minutes 38 Seconds
https://youtu.be/rCPWgEQg-2M

The Dark Side Of The Moon
The Background To The System Part 1
24th August 2016
The Tru-Mon Show (Episode 68)
With Jahnick Leaunier & Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Recorded 23rd August 2016
2 Hours 27 Seconds 8 Seconds
https://youtu.be/C5TViw1NLr4

Numerous other Love For Life insight videos and music can be viewed from here:
http://www.youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife/videos

Links to all the Love For Life insight articles can be found here: http://loveforlife.com.au
27th January 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221263253918962

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

Dear Intel Operatives operating internationally behind Fakebook, YouTube, etc, instead of culling the numbers of friends/viewers/etc by 10 to 20 each week or so, you have our permission to cull them in the thousands. To us, it's only a game of psyops and what goes on behind what we see on our monitors has no relevance/truth as to what is really going on. We have no e-motional attachments to any outcomes derived from your absolute stupidity. Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

Face Book, the "FACE" of the illuminated and animated "hu"-"e"-MAN re-presenting and re-calling the defined "BOOK" of its assumed life, showing up as definitions of pure fantasy perceived as its perceptions of reality, that being the predetermined script of their staged performance in/as act 1, act 2, act 3, act 4, act 5..... then comes the finale of the hue-MAN.

In the beginning was the "word", and the word was with "G"od, and the "word" was God.

Notice the "IN THE BEGINNING"

and then notice "the word WAS with God"

and then notice "the word WAS God".

= scripted predetermined BRAINWASHING

Get you to dream/think/feel = "IN THE BEGINNING"
what they want you to dream/think/feel = "the word WAS with God"
and you will create that dream/thought/feeling = "the word WAS God".

"All the world’s a stage
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts,............"

Everything of "The System" is staged.

FACE/FAKE BOOK is STAGED with intelligence operatives

---------------------------

Arthur Cristian
Intel


---------------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk
BabyLon(e)

---------------------------

Mustafa Musti Öztürk

I think " you worry TOo much about the NonSENse MANiPULaZion. Even" they would 'alLOW you to reach ALI of hu(e)man-ET YOU would not be able to turn them around from their evil ways (methods) They love the shit too much and "will defend their life-style at all cost: Put him on the cross!
PS The liar (hu'man) hates the Truth!

---------------------------

Arthur Cristian
@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk
Pointing out a dead dog on the road as we drive on by does not mean that we killed the dog, that we are caught up in the controversy of its death, even though indirectly we support "The System" that killed the dog on the road which makes us all complicit and fully responsible.

27th January 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10221279699650095

Arthur Cristian

The collective "words" of the spelling is the egregore, the beast of our apocalypse = our fall from reality/paradise/peace/truth into psychotic states of pure fantasy, illusion and delusion.

The e-go is formed out of the egregore which we expand to possess us as we imagine, illuminate and animate the "words" that contain the intentions and the dreams of both the occultists involved in their ritual sacrifices and the victims the occultists are sacrificing, the children, teenagers, adults, animals, in the multi-millions occurring across the "words" of their recorded ages, their his-story/her-story/history.

These sinister and malevolent intentions form the e-motional dreamworld/dreamscape of fake feelings (e-motions), the darkness of MANS apocalypse, that is the egregore out of which comes the e-go each MAN forms through spelling/reading to possess them/us.

This demonic intention, the possession, is the dream for power and control over all of MAN (men, women & children) by these occultists/freemasons and we each dream to be possessed by their egregore, their fake matrix/consciousness/intelligence/UNIVERSE.

This man-made hell contains a vast network of lackeys and occultists (foremen/executives/bureaucrats/white-collars/blue-collars,enFORCErs, etc) overseeing and maintaining all the essential machine parts, the e-go's, of this industrial
factory (revolution) to make sure each part/e-go is working at its optimum, the laws, statutes, govern-ment-e, counselling, psychiatry, big-pharma, etc, so that the flow of all of possessed MAN'S fruits of labour are in sync with the grand plan of this private corporation through the flow of money, the commerce, the e-conomy.

Through the money, we are all enslaved to each other, all progressing the process of the machine, the progress of civilization, the factory.

Due to ongoing service needs and maintenance, the e-gos are re-machined and upgraded and are used to create new mechanical parts, children, to further on the progress of the factory.

The conduit of the egregore to the e-go is how they program us through reading, fairytales, mythologies, fables, TV, Hollywood, internet, media, advertising, theatre, social media, etc, etc.

We fight for the security of our prisons, for the definitions (reading) that formed the fantasies of our perceived realities.

We walk upon the pavers ("words") we lay (set into motion) before us = the yellow brick road.

We were taught to spell to put us under the spell.

We live for the beLIEfs we worship, etc, etc, etc,

Also, the e-go is the ethereal dreamscape (astral-world) conduit of remote viewing, remote projection and remote control, and it's ONLY through the e-motions of the e-go, formed out of the pavers of their "words" (INTENTIONS) we each lay down before us to walk upon, the reading, the spelling, where the occultists will come inside your head from remote locations to get at you, to program you, to influence you, in every way imaginable/possible.

EVERYONE RAISED IN "THE SYSTEM" IS AT THE EFFECT OF THIS SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING AND THIS INCLUDES ALL OCCULTISTS, FREEMASONS, LACKEYS, INTEL OPERATIVES, POPES, KINGS, QUEENS, PRESIDENTS, ARISTOCRATS, JUDGES, BARRISTERS, LAWYERS, POLITICIANS, PRIESTS, etc, etc...

ALL ARE T-RAPED, PILLAGED, PLUNDERED, etc, = SOULLESS.

There are no winners in all of this, all are losers and this includes all their children, loved ones, extended families, friends, associates, beneficiaries, orders, societies, fraternities, cabals, brotherhoods, sisterhoods, etc, etc.
ALL ARE DEAD FACING ETERNAL DEATH AS/IN THIS LIFE, that's unless they return to living and dreaming ONLY for the virtues of the good heart and have completely walked away from ALL the e-motions of the factory's software programming, this includes claiming ownership over land, food, water, nature, earth and MAN.

"The System", the e-gregore is all about MAN serving a few of MAN as their defined God/Gods ruling over all of them = All men are equal but some are more equal (defined as God/Gods) than others.

Nature is all about MAN serving all of MAN as God = no MAN is master over any MAN. Nature is God where all of MAN are co-creators of God's undefined consciousness. All of MAN raises all of MAN as God - we each are the wind under each others wings of true freedom raising us all as the living children of Gods undefined consciousness.

The intention of "The System", its fake consciousness/intelligence, is for a few of MAN to dominate all of MAN and to maintain ongoing subjugation over everyone. This intention for power and control by the tiny few constantly stinks throughout the whole of "The System" - there is nowhere this malevolent and sinister intention is not.

Everyone raised in "The System" are living ONLY for one defined MAN to be God over all of MAN and the defined hierarchy operating behind this egregore is in place to make sure this privileged and exclusive ONE-God family-tribal bloodline remains intact forever = ONE World Government - ONE Earth - ALL IS ONE = NEW WORLD ORDER UNDER ONE SUPREME LEADER/GOD.

All such defined God's are LAND LORDS and their second coming of JeZeus Christ IS A ONE WORLD LAND LORD. Zeus means ONE WORLD POWER/GOVERN-MEN-T-E OVER ALL OF MAN. The letters s and z are interchangeable.

The intention of nature, its undefined consciousness/intelligence, is for all of MAN to be free forever and to never be underneath or above another MAN. This intention of true freedom (DO NO HARM) permeates throughout all of nature, always - there is nowhere all the virtues of the good heart are not. There is no land lord existing in nature.

Who is your master?

Which dream (world) do you serve/live-for?

The best way to disentangle from the spider webs of the egreores entanglement, the e-gos, is to first be conscious of its appearance in our lives, in our thinking, dreaming,
e-motions, the id, person, mind, intellect, etc, of the e-go, and then just peacefully and calmly turn our backs on it to stop feeding it with our life-energy.

We must not react to the e-gregore through the e-go otherwise we remain as "LOTS" wife.

This requires having much bigger, more magnificent dreams of abundance (LIFE) inspired ONLY (so to speak) by the virtues of the good heart = KINDOM = food forests, DO NO HARM WAYS OF LIFE. :)

We direct life into dreams of life where we are not harming life to create dead things out of destroying sensory-life-forms, inanimate or not.

While we continue to support "The System" our life energy, through the conduit of the e-go, is still being directed into the egregore and thus we remain unconscious of life/reality and therefore unconscious of our fallen psycho "state", and while we remain unconscious, we continue to permit our vessels and everyones vessel to be t-раеed, pillaged and plundered as educated slaves under the power and control of land lords.

GET OUT OF THE SPIDERS (OCCULTISTS) WEBB OF DECEPTION, CONFUSION AND PLENTY OF DISTRACTIONS.


https://i.guim.co.uk/img/static/sys-images/Arts/Arts_ /Pictures/2013/10/16/1381918360511/Giant-Louise-Bourgeois-sp-010.jpg?width=605&quality=85&auto=format&fit=max&s=eb206d19a527b3c28d4fad5a824cc5c6

https://artjouer.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/0620-aj.jpg?w=656

More on all this here: http://loveforlife.com.au

--------------------------

Greg Man Francis

Dark Magic Cards

N.E.E.R CORPS File: 8637390

Negative Entity Type: Egregore
The IDentification Card

This is the card that invokes the possession of the man/woman by the negative entity called the PERSON.

How this happens is people sign the Faustian contract that creates the merger of the living and the dead.

This card is adorned with magical words, symbols and seals.

Also, the living individual's image and signature (in CURSE-IVE) is captured onto the card.

Now it has been taken a step further by placing people's images into holograms.

Volunteering to this has dark implications and affects unknown to most applicants.

The entity type called the PERSON that is attached to people is called an Egregore.

Due to the source of these PERSONS, they are classified as negative entities.

The evidence of this possession becomes clear when the SPELL-ING is broken.

The Id Entity

The ID

The id is the only component of personality that is present from birth.

This aspect of personality is entirely unconscious and includes the instinctive and primitive behaviors.

According to Freud, the id is the source of all psychic energy, making it the primary component of personality.

The ID is driven by the pleasure principle, which strives for immediate gratification of all desires, wants, and needs.

If these needs are not satisfied immediately.
the result is a state anxiety or tension

Entity:

1 a : being, existence; especially : independent, separate, or self-contained existence
b : the existence of a thing as contrasted with its attributes

2 : something that has separate and distinct existence and objective or conceptual reality

3 : an organization (such as a business or governmental unit) that has an identity separate from those of its members

Entification - The action of giving objective existence to something

Hence, the Identification Card is a POSSESSION CARD And evidence of the consent of said possession

STATE identification cards are created and regulated under US Title 42-666 as are drivers licenses

The REAL Problem

"Despite their non-corporeality, corporations are able to display a wide range of behaviors in a conceptual framework of legal reality

Disconnected from the material plane, except in the way their influence is manifested, these entities grow, absorb each other, competing, altering their identities, renaming themselves, creating and losing capital, sway political parties, own and oversee property, pay taxes, sue, and be sued

Yet because of the nature of their existence, they cannot be imprisoned, physically coerced, or killed

Immortal legally, corporations as they are currently, are something of an egregore brought into being through the collective vision of the founders, an egregore that manifests through the collective will of the governing body and given qi, given energy through the financial investment of its stockholders

The political activist, when confronted with such an insular system, is forced to either buy enough stock in a corporation to create a voice in its decisions, something most individuals are not equipped financially to do, or to petition the courts and their congressional members to modify the laws regarding that corporation’s actions
The magical activist, however, has an entirely different perspective from which to work.

And for a magical activist, those very attributes that make physical protest ineffectual to corporate growth are routes through which sympathetic associations can be formed.

In today’s world, a corporation hides behind its logos, holdings, and subsidiaries.

The franchising, outsourcing, and reselling of products further removes the consumer from the corporation, all of these abstractions that proceed from the corporate egregore’s will through media.

Thus constructing magical links through a corporate logo becomes highly ineffective if the intent of the ritual is to harm the corporation.

The logos are the corporation’s magical tools, each additional logo brought into existence thus feeds the corporation’s overall energy base.

What is needed is a magical link not generated from the egregore, but through which the egregore had been created. Its true name, a sigil constructed from cut-ups of its articles of incorporation, or an astrological chart based on its moment on incorporation.

Fortunately for the magical activist, all of these bits of information are freely available to anyone with a web browser (the internet being the grand grimoire of our generation).

Determining that an egregore is both the holy guardian angel/superego and the shadow/id, of a groupmind.

I started out on this project with a vague idea that corporations could be manipulated through a demonological perspective, a kind of pseudo-goetia for the stock market.

A serious re-evaluation of the ritual presented in that and other grimoires is certainly in order, but the premise is the same.

Working with corporate egregores with the intent to subvert and/or otherwise disperse that manifestation is toxic magic, and certain steps are important in such work to protect the worker.

Egregores such as these that are purely profit-driven are a kind of energy vampire, existing through the energy put forth both by those that work within the corporation, its investors, and its consumer base.
If called into a hostile environment into a spiritual presence, it would not hesitate to drain an attuned magician of all available energy as well, for that is in its nature”

~ man living in body ~ stoopid ink ~

---------------------------------  

Arthur Cristian

Agreed with your intentions Greg

The best way to disentangle from the spider webs of the egregores entanglement, the e-gos, is to first be conscious of its appearance in our lives, in our thinking, dreaming, e-motions, the e-go, id, person, mind, intellect, etc, and then just peacefully and calmly turn our backs on it to stop feeding it with our life-energy.

We must not react to the e-gregore through the e-go otherwise we remain as "LOTS" wife.

This requires having much bigger, more magnificent dreams of abundance (LIFE) inspired ONLY (so to speak) by the virtues of the good heart = KINDOM = food forests, DO NO HARM WAYS OF LIFE.

https://artjouer.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/0620-aj.jpg?w=656


https://i.guim.co.uk/img/static/sys-images/Arts/Arts_/Pictures/2013/10/16/1381918360511/Giant-Louise-Bourgeois-sp-010.jpg?width=605&quality=85&auto=format&fit=max&s=eb206d19a527b3c28d4fad5a824cc5c6

---------------------------------

Mark Jonas

This guy is a Genius in Social Engineering

“Shortly, the public will be unable to reason or think for themselves. They’ll only be able to parrot the information they’ve been given on the previous night’s news.”

— Zbigniew Brzezinski
In fact, it really has been going on like that since the practice of defining another MANS reality (the craft of forming the ocCULTS) began --> definitions, symbols, myths, mythologies, fairytales, story-telling, his-story/her-story/history, etc, etc,

Mark Jonas

Now with help and development of technology, social engineering and programming is on steroids

Mark Jonas

"Brave New World"
The New World plan was all about creating an alien type of a MAN, a hue-MAN, and this was hatched way back before the New World Language of English began, going right back to when the end times of the Bible was crafted, and without this end-times grand plan, there would be no manufactured hue-MAN going on either. They both come tight together, hand in glove

--------------------------

Mark Jonas

@ Arthur Cristian

Reverse the term and you cypher the real satanic meaning Huxley intended to convey.

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

Agreed Mark

The agenda is clearly laid out in the referenced works regarding Aleister Crowley...... "He founded the religion of Thelema, identifying himself as the prophet entrusted with guiding humanity into the Æon of Horus in the early 20th century."

"in Cairo, Egypt, where Crowley claimed to have been contacted by a supernatural entity named Aiwass, who provided him with The Book of the Law, a sacred text that served as the basis for Thelema. Announcing the start of the Æon of Horus, The Book declared that its followers should "Do what thou wilt" and seek to align themselves with their True Will through the practice of magick."

Can't be bothered searching and digging up the correct wording but it implies something like a new type of divine MAN to come = A New cAge MAN, a defined one world, one earth, green, eco-friendly, happy, conscious, divine, educated slave, which is what we have sprouting up all around us these days.

--------------------------

Mark Jonas

He taught his subjects to speak and think backwards..

You seen this classic Obama speech and know what it's about..
Yes We Can = Thank You Satan?
https://youtu.be/jgALdkTArqs

----------------------------------

Arthur Cristian

So blatant - intentionally twisted tongues full of symbols/codes/images/sounds/etc conveying intentions. The higher levels of the occults are imbued with these defined dreams of fantasy life.

Thanks for sharing Mark Jonas.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

The Magic Carpet Ride

22nd November 2019:

To be caught up with politics, government, rule of law, religions, etc, is to be caught up in the cults of the ocCULTS. All caught up as judges, lawyers, barristers, politicians, priests and all their throngs of cult followers is to ONLY be caught up with men and women holding and playing with their Ken and Barbie dolls while they sit and act as Judge, Lawyer, Barrister in Caught, as Politician in parliament, as Priest during confession, etc. While they dress and brush Barbie and Ken, they are actually playing Ken and Barbie doll games with all the cult followers trapped inside their particular Ken and Barbie cult.

Sanitised wrote

Bro does 144 ring a bell to you?

----------------------------------

Hi Sanitised.

It's only in the bubbles of acceptable harm and not acceptable harm, the matrix ("The System"), that fantasies such as alphabets containing numbers (definitions) appear as part of the commercial value and rate programming driving the slaves along = quantity,
weight, length, dimension, time, quality, age, status, regulation, ritual, procedure, condition, contract, etc, etc, etc.

Only to the occultists, their lackeys and all their multi-millions of deeply brainwashed drones, do the apparitions of numbers have meanings attached to their perceptions (dreams) of reality.

Only inside the bubbles of these man-made lunatic asylums do you witness the fantasies of astrology, astrotheology, numerology, uni-verse, gregorian and mayan calendars, tooth fairies, santa clause, easter bunny, carbon dating, evolution, solar systems, galaxies, light years, prophesies (self-fulfilling), etc, etc, being played out by adults deeply lost inside fairytales/pantomimes.

They all re-present (act on behalf of/perform/come-forward-on-behalf-of) alphabets, numbers, astrology, etc, etc, but can never bring forward astrology, numbers, etc, so that the living can hear all the associated storytelling attributed to numbers, alphabets, uni-verse, carbon dating, calendars, etc, directly from the tongues of alphabets, galaxies, astrotheology, etc, because they do not exist and are imaginary pictures of pure fantasy, illusion and delusion being illuminated/animated by men, women and children believing they are true/real, part of reality.

To this MAN, 144 has no meaning whatsoever, no importance. Just because MAN can call out numbers and have them play out in the imagination of their fantasies, no different to a girl playing with a Barbie doll, does not mean that the numbers are true and have meaning.

"The System" is made up of occultists playing with their Barbie dolls of definitions that make up the fantasy of their world and, just because they have persuaded multi-millions of us to play with their Barbie dolls does not make them true.

This is the basis of the cult of the ocCULTS and just because they believe in the power of their Barbie doll fantasies does not make them true.

The child is at the effect of its own dreaming and learns to place all the e-motions of the child with the Barbie doll fantasies, just as the occultists are at the effect of the e-motions of their own dreaming (bubbles), lost inside it and performing their own dreaming of their Ken and Barbie fantasies of being gods in their own galaxies and power and control over all of MAN.

They are accepting the power of this dreaming over their lives (vessels) and no matter how many generations this dreaming (dream-time) has been going on (calling out - calling out - calling out to Barbie to play with them), with all of them placing their belief in it (Barbie), does not make it (Barbie / 144) true.
144 will never ring a bell (calling out to e-motions to play with this MAN'S imagination) with this MAN.

------------------------------------------------

The above was in response to this post

To really get out of "The System" is to stop supporting the magic carpet ride and to completely walk away from being part of this unnatural machine in this life. While the relentless grind of the machine of the (red - knights templars etc) magic carpet ride continues for all the slaves, the slaves are also watching TV, current affairs, soap operas, going to the movies, talking on the mobile phones, browsing the internet and social media, reading about conspiracies, going to rallies, listening to David Icke, Deepak Chopra, Oprah Winfrey, Donald Trump, Dalai Lama, dreaming for freedom with others, shopping at bunnings, coles, woolies, aldi and looking for the latest look at Myers, going to the polls, getting caught up in the latest controversies and disclosures, pointing the finger at who to blame for the bush fires, global warming, the lies behind 9/11, dinosaurs, bali bombings, port arthur massacre and martin bryant, federal reserve banking and fractional reserve banking, the recession and inflation of the economy, home renovations, getting a mortgage, loan or lease, etc, etc, etc, etc, but the slave machine running the magic carpet ride continues for everyone and NOTHING has really changed.

THE MAGIC CARPET RIDE

Machine transport holidays are a magic carpet ride where the fantasy of the magic carpet floating on air is just an illusion of freedom from the everyday, humdrum existence, provided by multi-milliones of men, women and children who have been kidnapped from the womb and turned into the commercial cogs of the wheels of "The System" slave machine that turns and turns its variable, commercial values and rates all across earth to provide the magic carpet ride illusion of a holiday.

With hands held high, every slave is trained to hold aloft the magic carpet and pass it along from slave to slave to slave to slave and it is the slaves commercially driven values and rates of their fruits of labour performing as the cogs of the unnatural machine turning and turning the fantasy and illusion of the magical carpet ride.

And the fantasy goes even deeper because the multi millions of hijacked children were never given full disclosure of what would become of the commercial values and rates placed on their grown-up lives, how their adult lives will really look (show up), but we like to ignore this fact. It's magical how we do this.

As there are so many different parts that make up the earth-wide beast of this slave machine, men, women and children all across earth are censored and discriminated
against as the commercial value and rate of their fruits of labour is deemed higher or lower than that of another. This commercial value and rate changes throughout their lives from the womb to the grave and those that control the intellectual copyright of commerce manipulate the commercial values and rates of the money supply thus causing extreme stress and insecurity amongst all the slaves whose fruits of labour are the money supply that is their hands holding the magic carpet aloft and passing it along because this is the only way they and their families can survive in “The System”.

Inflation, recession and depression are intentionally fabricated to shape the outcomes of the mediocre lives of scarcity of the slaves according to the wishes of their slave masters to keep them tightly bonded to the machine of passing along the magic carpet from slave to slave, given temporary relief here and there when it’s time for their short turn on the magic carpet ride, if they’re lucky.

The magic carpet ride is so exciting for those riding on the magic carpet that they turn a blind eye to the harm being caused to the multi-millions of slaves holding the magic carpet aloft and even justify it as "acceptable" harm as opposed to "not acceptable" harm, but no one can bring forward all the natural life forms of reality/earth, inanimate or not, tiny or giant, including all the hijacked children across earth, to confirm directly from their tongues that the immense and intense harm being caused to them through commercial means is acceptable, is natural, and that all the life forms and all the innocent children have given clear, conscious permission for their real lives to be changed from their natural purpose into something dead that is essential for the slave machine of "The System" to operate.

The reason everything is dead is because the multi-millions on the magic carpet ride are NOT sensing the BIG PICTURE REALITY of all the lives of everyone being used, abused, raped, pillaged and plundered for them to have their magic carpet ride. They don't want to look at the big picture of the harm being caused for them to have their magic carpet ride, borne aloft on the hands of the men, women and children passing it along.

We are not holding the bigger picture of that consciousness and we justify the harm through our fantasies of what is acceptable and what is not, all the while thinking we are conscious! We are drawing a line to delineate between "acceptable" harm and "unacceptable" harm, making the "acceptable" harm "normal" and justifiable.

Everyone is making complaints about what is wrong as they sit in their suburban bubbles of denial or their city or country bubbles, watching TV, surfing social media, lost in their hobbies, comfortable in their acceptable harm and pointing the finger of blame at those they hold responsible for the harm they consider unacceptable but still not looking at the slave system they are part of that brings about all the harm because they don't want to see that it is all intrinsically connected to their suburban bubble.
To fantasise that having a magic carpet ride is not doing harm is to ignore the multi millions of people who are heavy consumers of Big Pharma, counselling, psychology and the medical system as a result of having been kidnapped from so young and turned into soulless cogs in the machine of "The System" so that they can provide you with your magic carpet ride. They are all directly or indirectly involved from either far away or from up close for you to have your magic carpet ride.

We are all intrinsically connected but we come together for all the wrong reasons. We should be co-creating together without any of the harm rather than being forced to be the commercial links in the chains of "The System" economy.

To go on a magic carpet ride is to say that the Tsunami of harm rising towards complete annihilation for all men, women, children across earth is acceptable.

So many people who are waking up to "The System" ask us how to get out of "The System" and we always say to them that, unless they can grasp the big picture of the harm and see it for what it really is, they will never get out because it is all the commercially driven consumers of reality, the men and women trapped in the "acceptable" harm who are all, directly or indirectly, causing all the "unacceptable" harm such as bush fires and other "natural" disasters, terrorist attacks, poverty, homelessness, refugee camps, cruelty, unhappiness, emptiness and loneliness. One week to the next we focus on the next environmental, economic or political disaster, all gathering like a rolling stone heading towards the earth-wide, end times obliteration of our creation (dreaming), oblivious to our complicity.

The only way to get out of "The System" is to see it for what it really is and to completely walk away from all of it gradually in this life until we are no longer stuck in the magic carpet rides of "acceptable" harm that include using money as "an exchange of our fruits of labour", going to the bank, continuing to "own" property under the protection of the law of "The System", using mobile phones, going to the supermarket, using computers and TVs, driving cars, filling our homes with cheap, throw-away consumables, eating dead animals and enjoying the entertainment of "The System".

There are tens of thousands sitting inside bubbles of acceptable harm all with differing views about what harm is acceptable but all in refusing to look at the harm we find acceptable.

How many animals have been killed for us to have our magic carpet rides?

How much of earth has been destroyed for the self-obsession of our addiction to magic?

How many more men, women and children have to suffer for us to get relief from our empty, soulless lives?
It is because we don't want to stop the magic carpet rides that "The System" and, with it, the harm, never goes away.

How many people would continue wanting the magic carpet rides, if they met and experienced the lives of all those who are the commercial cogs in the machine of their magic carpet ride? And all those who have been put through the grinder of the law and of bureaucracy and raped of everything they worked hard for? How many would continue eating meat, if they experienced the suffering of the animals they are eating?

We like to keep our "acceptable" harm out of sight and out of brain and the magic carpet rides of our desensitisation from reality must continue because we have already bought our tickets and are waiting in line. There are so many different system rides to choose from and our blindness to the harm keeps the magic going.

To have a real conscience is to hold the bigger picture of reality so that you do not want to remain stuck inside the fantasy bubbles of "acceptable" harm and continue to support all the good things that come from the magic carpet rides to go against the conscience of a much bigger picture of reality.

Money is also this passing along the hands of down trodden men, women and children; there is no equity, no equal exchange of labour because money is the life blood of "The System" of slavery and to justify the use of money is to justify "The System" where there can never be enough money to go around because "The System" is designed for scarcity for the many and abundance for the very, very few.

We don't see the lives of everyone trapped serving this money machine, holding aloft the magic carpets just for us to use these tokens of our enslavement. This only happens inside the "acceptable" harm.

Those who fight for their acceptable bubbles don't want to have them burst because they don't have a dream big enough to walk away to. This is what the Love For Life work is all about and we will never stop bursting bubbles where we find them, not to tell people how to live their lives but to show them the blind spots that are stopping them from realising their good heart felt dreams.

However, most don't want to leave their bubbles, hence the rolling stone of annihilation we are creating and much of the vast population across earth will be gone because they are dreaming fantasy and won't look at how much they rely on slavery for them to have their bubbles. They will realise the fantasy they are dreaming.

The bubbles are all the lies of the blind spots where we hide from reality in fantasy, getting run down and exhausted from the grind of maintaining a dead dream. When we
are holding the big picture of all of reality, there is nowhere for the bubbles of our blind spots to exist.

If we don't see the big picture of true freedom for all, we don't have a destination of true freedom for all because we are bringing everything of "The System" that deprives us of freedom for all.

The attachment to the bubble of fantasy is the attachment to the e-go and this is the addiction to pure fantasy that becomes the follow through of harm so nothing changes and we just keep repeating the same old, same old routines of "acceptable harm", wondering why we are so severely stuck.

If you want to create a community without harm, you have to be aware of the big picture so that you can create a community where there is no acceptable harm being brought in and nothing passed on to allow it in ever again.

We have to be aware of the big picture of how the community will look so that we know where we are heading and we can see our compromised state clearly, not to weaken our stance but just to look with clear eyes so we know exactly what we have to give up to get to our big picture dream of community (true freedom for all).

If you don't want the destination of your dream to be true freedom for your brothers and sisters and you want money, law, system entertainment, ownership, etc, you are saying that you hate your brothers and sisters and want them as slaves and this hatred is what leads to "acceptable" harm where we accept while living amongst the homeless on the streets, poverty, injustice, police bashings, rape, torture, malnutrition, famine, displacement from land, the devastation of earth, the rape and abuse of children and, behind it all, the reign of a tiny few who think they have the right to be supreme landlords and masters of us all as they hoard all the wealth and gobble up all the land.

Just what are you dreaming?

Arthur Cristian

continued here: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220595457704474

MORE ON THE BACKGROUND TO THE SCAM BEHIND CLIMATE CHANGE
From the big picture, there is far more going on that is not covered in these excellent and informative series of small videos, insights which will be covered in the coming free Love For Life e-book. Note: though we are not "Christians", we are deeply aligned with the good hearted sentiments of life is a gift on a do no harm path.

Christian or Freemason
https://videopress.com/v/cXelprZW

--------------------------

Arthur Cristian

HAARP + Chemtrails 60 yrs ago
https://videopress.com/v/SFP3aTxf

--------------------------

Max Igan 19 Dec 2019
https://videopress.com/v/X6FSVITE

--------------------------

Sir Harry Talbot Gibbs, former High Court Chief Justice stated; “I therefore have come to the conclusion, that the current legal and political system in use in Australia, it’s States and Territories has NO basis in Law”

Attn – SCOMO and ALBO
Questions to be Answered in the National Interest

1/ What date did Gough Whitlam hold the referendum for the people of the Commonwealth of Australia to obtain their permission to purchase the land title held by Her Majesty Elizabeth the Second?

2/ Show the document signed by Her Majesty granting Whitlam permission to hold such a referendum to seek the peoples will on this matter.

3/ What was the result of the referendum State by State?

4/ How much compensation did Whitlam pay Her Majesty for Her lands? (reference the Louisiana Purchase).

5/ Whose money did he use?

6/ How much did Whitlam pay owners of Freehold and Crown Lease titles across Australia, to purchase their secure titles held in contract with Her Majesty Elizabeth the Second?

7/ Whose money did he use?

SCOMO and ALBO

If you cannot answer these questions, then tell the people of Australia, what LAWFUL basis does the private, political party, profit making partnership, calling itself “The Australian Government” NOT OF THE COMMONWEALTH, have to Tax, License, Regulate, Fine, Imprison, Issue “native” title, Sell or Encumber any of the Land or Assets of Her Majesty QE 2, or Her Subjects?

If you cannot answer these questions, we suggest that you remove yourselves from Our country, so that WE the people might request Her Majesty to appoint Her Governor and an Administrator to re-establish our Constitutional Government, our Laws, Property and Rights to Her Subjects. As all laws beginning 1973 until now are VOID.

--------

from Max Igan – The Drought and accompanying firestorm currently gripping Australia has been brought about, and is being managed, very deliberately, and the treasonous criminal racketeers masquerading as the Australian Government are using this drought they have purposely manufactured to push Agenda 21 onto the people of
Australia. If you are an Australian, or you care about Australia and its people, please share this everywhere and help make this video viral.

Please Share – Mirror – Reupload and repost this video everywhere you can.

Please folks, I implore you to help because we are getting hammered here in Australia and this is no joke. The creek out the front has stopped flowing. I’ve been in this area 52 years and these creeks have never been dry. Hideous droughts I’ve seen, all the grass dead, but I have never seen the creeks stop flowing because they are all spring fed from aquifers below ground. But now they have harvested the water from the flood plains, they are draining the artesian basin and they have felled trees on the mountains and exposed the well springs to the sun and the springs have stopped flowing. And this NOT from “climate change”.

This is Deliberate! And its not just in the valley where I live. It is all the creeks around here on both sides of the ranges … the springs have stopped … the sky is full of smoke and the sunlight is red … it looks surreal … they are killing us, they are killing everything, all the wild life, everything, and they are driving the people into the cities. This is agenda 21 in full swing.

Link: https://larryhannigan.com/2019/12/21/the-genocide-of-australia-has-begun-ignore-at-your-peril

--------------------------

John Seckold
December 23, 2019 at 11:16am

It's not too late to seek help Froggy. There are some really good medicos out there who can provide you with a chance to see reality. Agenda 21 - FMD. What happened to the first 20? Rhetorical question. I don't want to know.

PS are you allowed to vote after being ceritified???

--------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 11:25am

Watch the videos. Listening to your own voice in your head only keeps you trapped inside the box/boxes/prisons of your preferred brainwashing. Step aside from your predetermined "I Know It All" - "I've Got It All Worked Out" loop files and use scrutiny and contemplate. Always looking for what fits into your preferred predetermined programming will have you dismiss all other information that will expand truth in ways far beyond your present comprehension and resistance.
Poupou Escobar  
December 23, 2019 at 11:26am

Conspiracy theories about shady groups of powerful men controlling the world like puppets. These theories make us feel safe because the alternative is a world where nobody is in control and nobody is to blame. Just 7.8 billion people doing their best and some benefitting more than others.

--------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint  
December 23, 2019 at 11:32am

Listening to your own voice in your head illuminates/animates the pantomime of your preferred perception of reality, all of which was manufactured by others for your entertainment and therefore, enslavement underneath them.

--------------------------

Poupou Escobar  
December 23, 2019 at 1:21pm

No I find conspiracy theories very entertaining. I'm just disinclined to believe them.

--------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint  
December 23, 2019 at 1:48pm

Doing harm to life/reality on a daily basis is NOT a conspiracy theory because the staggering incontrovertible evidence of this fact leading life closer to extinction is always in plain sight BUT the coordinated pantomimes of pre-determined perceptions of reality create an e-motionally driven smokescreen of self-obsession so that no one is prepared to give up their support in living destructive lifestyles to fix the problem.

They are too enchanted with the voices of their selves in their heads to step away from them and clearly observe what is really going on and the attitude of full responsibility required to stop the rolling tide of devastation.

Is there anyone who doesn't want to stop the rolling tide of devastation?
Anyone who thinks it is a good idea?

Almost everyone has good-hearted sentiments on display but they are rarely followed up by action to change to meet the good-hearted sentiments because they either really don't give a fuck or don't think they have the power to do anything about it.

--------------------------

Hell On Eels
December 23, 2019 at 12:38pm

Froggy, Let's assume everything detailed is true:
What's the solution & where's all this going?

Hey mate, as an aside, I hope you and the family are doing great.

--------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 1:26pm

We are well HOE staying in a woman's house in Moss Vale surrounded by the recent bones she put in place for an organic garden that needs to now grow and grow and grow. Besides work, school, and putting in place a 100% off-grid system for the new March 2019 Black Patron Camper Trailer we currently have in storage (we're 65% there), we're helping the garden grow until we move to a large piece of land in this region to establish Kindom.

The free ebook will cover the big picture of "What's the solution & where's all this going?"

In response to this Youtube video posted on our Facebook wall 17th December 2019
https://www.facebook.com/jason.hailes/2676460815779871

Jason Wyndham Bernard
Always good to look at both sides of the coin.
https://youtu.be/I2lkJeSkEtg

------

We replied.....
The only real power for every MAN is growing clean healthy food at a local level with others who also live there.

Without the constant follow-through of growing your own food, you are left sucking on the nipples of the private corporations where you go to their stores or resellers to get access to corporate-controlled SHIT food not grown at a local level.

And if the corporate follow-through of food is stopped for whatever reason, where do you find the food to feed your families at the local level, particularly when there is hardly anyone growing a vast abundance of food all year round or have the skillset to teach everyone how to always take full responsibility for their lives at the local level?

In Australia, somewhere around 70% of all food now feeding Australians are coming from overseas.

Major stores now hold around 2 days food supplies, used to be four then it dropped to three 12 years or so ago and now it's down to two days.

Since the 1960's we have lost well over 500,000 farming families who have never been replaced and at least 97% of Australians today do not have the experience of growing vast abundance of food all year round.

Just one more major tweak of the collapsing U.S. dollar or an oil/petroleum crisis hits, and bear in mind it takes 2 to 3 days for starvation to kick in for most Australians once supplies have been exhausted, all hell will break loose and then what, the Cronulla Riots, but only magnified as a civil war being waged across Australia?

How will all these arguments over the pros and cons of global warming look when you have 70% of Australians starving to death with no earth-wide infrastructure in place to breach the gap, it will take anywhere between 3 to 5 years to fix it, and by then, we will already have lost more than 70% of the population and the same goes for most other countries across earth.

Global warming is a massive distraction.

While creating Kingdoms centered around massive food forests, and as a team effort, if we also grow food locally all year round, global warming quickly fades away.as will 90% of all our other issues.

Get your REAL priorities in order.

More here: http://loveforlife.com.au

------------------------
Great material Choc! When will this free ebook be available?

-------------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 1:34pm

Due to all our responsibilities, it's being written on a part-time basis and the deadline is still unknown Monto. Maybe the text will be done by March 2020 or earlier. And we can put that out as a 1st draft/edition. Then comes the heaps of illustrations for the 2nd edition/draft.

-------------------------------

MontoEel
December 23, 2019 at 1:45pm

Sounds great look forward to the read. Just looking at the the clips you've put up and they're very, very informative and interesting.

-------------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 2:04pm

Yes, but there is another agenda being hidden behind all this disclosure which all have to do with this "ancient" pre-determined,1000+ year end-times plan for a shift into a cashless quota system (feudalism) governed everywhere across earth at a local level by an international federation of "Good Guys" (manorialism) who bring this "Green", "Sustainable", "Divine", "All Is One (Earth/World)", "Eco-Friendly", etc, etc, remedy off the back of all the "Bad Guys" who created all the mess and who all come from the same societies, orders, lodges, cabals, brotherhoods, sisterhoods, fraternities, etc, etc.

More on Max Igan

He's a big-time intel operative and just like all other media-driven intel operatives they will take their well prepared traumatised listeners so very close to the big picture truth, massaging massaging massaging massaging...them, but not close enough to expose the big-picture psyops of their end-times game agenda they are wielding upon their traumatized and deeply vulnerable listeners.
As the "Good Guys," they act as glorious white knights entering the many villages of their captured domains (audience) to rescue the deeply downtrodden serfs and commoners and free and protect them from the "Bad Guys" knights who all come from the same orders, lodges, societies, fraternities, cabals, brotherhoods, sisterhoods, etc, etc, as the "Good Guys".

The Bad Guys horror campaigns force the frightened and weak villagers into enclosures with despicable conditions (circumstances and events) far and wide and the "Good Guys" come along to open the enclosures and direct the sheeple into enclosures surrounded and protected by the "Good Guys", allowing the same high-level slave masters overseeing both the "Bad Guys" and the "Good Guys" to maintain their complete power and control over the sheeple, using another version of "The System" to administrate their authority which forces loyalty and subjugation of the sheeple.

This is what the New World Order is all about.

----------------------
MontoEel
December 23, 2019 at 2:02pm

Tried sharing some of these clips on Facebook! Boy what a battle! Big issue trying to get them on there!

----------------------
Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 2:08pm

Thanks for letting us know.

----------------------
Peyote Pete
December 23, 2019 at 2:14pm

Brought to you by the same idiot that is anti vax. Super/Phil, it’s time to ban this dangerous moron.

----------------------
Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 2:26pm

You are so in love with the voices inside your head that you are now seriously delusional and misguided with where to point the finger of blame, believing this is where the voices are having you point them when in fact it is the voices inside your head all along that are the problem.

----------------------

Peyote Pete

December 23, 2019 at 2:34pm

Yep, the voice in my head is The Voice of Reason.

i won't bother arguing with you, as to argue with an idiot would only frustrate me, but be aware that the nonsense you spew is legitimately dangerous, and if I had my way you'd be fined or jailed for weaponising misinformation.

You aren't special because you believe something that science has rejected, you are just a fool.

----------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint

Your voice is not of reason as it doesn't come from directly sensing the MAN, Choc Frog.

What you have done here is illuminate/animate a fantasy, a fairytale, onto your radar, claiming this fantasy is coming directly from the intentions of this MAN, Choc Frog, when it's your intentions, of your own imagining, of your free-will, projecting and illuminating these images/voices/fantasies on to your radar and making the claim while acting as an impostor of Choc Frog, claiming they are coming from Choc Frog.

There is no reason in anything you have done here, Pete.

It is NOT the MAN, Choc Frog, on your radar.

Little Mary is MAN, we (MAN) can directly sense (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see) Little Mary but we cannot directly sense Alice In Wonderland whom Mary is currently performing.

Mary is present with the presence of life but Alice and Wonderland are not present with the presence of life.
We (reality) can't sense Alice or Wonderland (fantasy) and never will.

If Mary ever claims that Alice and Wonderland exist, she would be lying and committing fraud because Mary cannot bring forward Alice or Wonderland so that we (MAN) can directly sense Alice and all the sounds of Alice coming directly from the tongue of Alice and not from the wagging tongue and wriggling fingers of Little Mary.

Having Little Mary coming forward acting on behalf of Alice is NOT proof of fact that Alice exists, is the truth, is part of reality.

If you believe that the life-form you are currently sensing is a Yellow Daffodil you will be lying and committing fraud and potential slander, if you claim that the definition "Yellow Daffodil" is the truth, is reality.

You will NEVER be able to bring forward the life form so that we can hear/sense these claims directly from the tongue of the life-form (reality) and NOT from you, an impostor, coming forward acting as the "Yellow Daffodil" (fantasy) with all the history/his-story/her-story/story-telling scripts you are performing.

The Yellow Daffodil, Alice In Wonderland, Easter Bunny, Tooth Fairy, Santa Claus, a, b, c, 1, 2, 3, Vaccination, Supreme Court, Government, Australia, Evolution, Carbon Dating, Global Warming, Climate Change, Science, Superman, Spiderman, etc, etc, are just imaginary voices in your head you are recalling and calling out.

You are just illuminating and animating these images (definitions) and projecting them through your belief that fantasy is reality and this makes you a FOOL, unable to ever back your claims and the illumination and animation through your imagination never came from the life-form but from the voices of other men and women acting as impostors of the life-form, now being recalled (the voices) through you, another impostor.

There are many doctors and scientists who are anti-vaccination and many scientists speaking out against global warming and climate change. Do your research otherwise you will always remain in the dark at the effect of the propaganda of your slave masters.

You have NO REASON.

The voices in your head, the claims about Choc Frog, come from confusion. Prove that Choc Frog is lying to you because I've already proven to you that you are lying about me.

----------------------
MontoEel  
December 23, 2019 at 2:31pm  

Pete, the truth is dangerous!  

But ignoring it is more dangerous.  

----------------------  

Elvis_the_eel  
December 23, 2019 at 3:23pm  

Pete and Monto, I think the views at the beginning of this thread are dangerous. But where do you draw the line other than expressing opposite views. To paraphrase Voltaire "I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it".  

My view is that for a subject as important and complex as Climate Change you get the best advice from those most qualified and take it. Somewhere between 95% and 97% of scientists who study Climate Change say that unless we humans change the way we do things the earth is in trouble and maybe already is.  

There have never been so many people inhabiting the world. Each persons needs mean we are producing more carbon and other pollution per head than ever before. As many point out Climate Change has been going on since the beginning of time.  

Many frame their responses in terms of the extreme left but they are as dangerous as the religious far right. Both should be dismissed.  

Human kind is very adaptable and I am sure we will survive but wouldn't it be nice to leave the planet to future generations with changes doing the least damage as possible.  

----------------------  

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint  
December 23, 2019 at 4:39pm  

Science is all make-believe, based on pure fantasy.  

Were you there "Climate Change has been going on since the beginning of time."?
Do you know anyone else who was there "Climate Change has been going on since the beginning of time."?

Bring forward "Climate Change" and not a MAN acting in 3rd party, an impostor, on behalf of "Climate Change".

Let's hear these climate change claims directly from the tongue of "Climate Change" and not from the tongue of a MAN who is most definitely not "Climate Change".

What about "The Beginning Of Time".

Were you there?

Do you know anyone else who was there?

Bring forward "The Beginning Of Time". Let's hear these claims directly from the tongue of "The Beginning Of Time" and not from the tongue of a MAN acting as "The Beginning Of Time".

Belief is NOT proof of fact.

Believing fantasy is reality is what is causing ALL THE HARM performed by confused MAN and its why I posted this following statement a few months ago in this forum

-----

We can watch all the best documentaries and current affairs, study under all the great minds covering all fields of endeavour, sit by the side of all the great intellectuals, pore over all the great books of literature and divine inspirations, follow messiahs and saviours and yet, with all the brilliant collective minds that have brought forth the progress of civilization with all its inventions, JUST LOOK AT THE MESS WE ARE ALL IN RIGHT NOW ALL ACROSS EARTH.

Very few are willing to see the obvious common denominator that is glaring at all of us in plain sight, always, everywhere, which is how each of us is thinking, feeling and living, instant by instant by instant, that is causing this destruction.

Everything of nature/reality/earth has a purpose and we are all now paying the price for messing with the natural purpose of all of life, both minuscule and giant, generation after generation after generation. We were never meant to interfere with ANYTHING, including each other, and corrupt, distort and confuse its natural purpose. The whole of "The System" is the result of interference with the natural purpose of life.
Interfere with the innocence of a child and that child can grow to harm millions of men, women and children. Harm the air and many breathing the air will be deeply affected. Harm the water and uncountable lifeforms will suffer. Tamper with a forest and vast arrays of species will die in that forest, many becoming extinct. Damage the earth and the whole of earth will eventually be destroyed.

What we do wherever we are that supports and causes harm to life is affecting men, women and children all across earth no matter where they may be. We are all intrinsically connected but we have all been so severely interfered with for so long since childhood that we have lost connection with the big picture of reality and the full responsibility that comes with doing no harm to what we are all naturally part of.

All children from the womb should be raised by the force of nature without anyone inside their heads defining them and therefore disconnecting them from the force of nature. In "The System", children are being defined before they are even conceived and in the womb and then they are bombarded with system knowledge from the womb to the grave.

We now live in the end times of this massive fall from reality and in the coming few years we will witness the escalation of children dying before the age of 6, 2/10 then 4/10 then 6/10 then 8/10 and then earth-wide extinction to civilisation, again.

----------------------

Hell On Eels
December 23, 2019 at 4:34pm

Elvis, Good post. I'm on your boat: both the radical left & radical right are dangerous. History shows that, clearly.

Ten years ago, climate sceptics said anthropogenic climate change was a hoax because temperatures hadn't risen for a decade. Now, other excuses.

The climate debate won't be resolved in our generation imo, nor will we see the worst of it.

We're quite polarised ideologically in the West. In Australia we have Getup/Extinction Rebellion v Advance Australia to compliment old dinosaurs such as Bolt, Jones and Devine.

Conservatives as they stand atm, will never accept anything they feel is tied to left (regardless of whether the big picture or some facts are true). The radical left don't help either, inflaming things, nor have any real solutions to move us forward beyond fossil
fuels. And countries will compare their situation to others and get all sooky like in the COP25. It's a mess.

Anyways, on a personal note, I do like Choccy's notions of growing your own food: we do a bit.

Stay well Elvis. All the best to you and family over the Christmas and the holiday season.

----------------------

Hell On Eels
December 23, 2019 at 6:02pm

Choccy,

Glad to see you and the family well, mate and on the way.

Climate has always changed, yep. Fires existed before mankind, too. Doesn't mean we don't lit fires as well.

And there are consequences (compound interest) for shitting billions gigatonnes greenhouse gases in the air, on top of natural cycles, every year, since the 19C.

I wholly heartedly agree, we are undoubtedly interconnected as is everything, and best served by goodwill to it all. It's the best possible strategy. Growing food has been great for us, too and we live pretty simply, besides our creature comforts.

But, Nature along with every animal species has an order & hierarchies: A system.

None are perfectly fair, nor without some destructiveness. Nature has killed off 99% of species. It will kill us off one-day too, if we don't kill ourselves first.

Democratic Capitalism, to date, has been the best system to date, than all the alternatives. Is it free from corruption or malevance: absolutely, not.

But, even simple tribal life, or a commune wouldn't be free of politics, malevance or unfairness either. Human nature is complex and filled with internal conflicts. Few have conquered all their demons or live blissfully.

We also saw where Marxist notions of classlessness, the commune & equality of outcomes led: malevance and elimination of all who posed the slightest threat to the ideology. A hundred million plus corpse over a few decades.
If we lived in the wild, return to caveman times, or dark ages or some other utopia, free of all the shackles of capitalism and modern technology, we wouldn't necessarily live for too long and it might not be a utopian dream.

So, I'm not saying you're wrong, but I'm trying to understand the practical specifics. Dismantle Capitalism & then what? What's in its place, exactly?

-------------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 7:56pm

HOE, just having one pen in our hands involves tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of brothers and sisters condoning, supporting and causing harm to Earth/Nature in almost every instant of the whole of their waking and resting lives just for us to have that one pen in our hand.

The mountains and valleys deforested,

all the machinery involved to chop, dig, clean, process, wash, transport, etc, the soil, deposits of minerals,

all the destruction to land and water required to manufacture the construction sites used to manufacture the machinery,

the multi thousands of individual machine and tool parts required, coming from many parts of earth,

the roads, the street lights,

the white collars, blue collars and armies of labourers,

the vast networks of administration, accounting, management and transportation required,

the bank tellers and taxation staff,

the internet, computers, telephones, printers, dockets,

all the private corporations and government departments required to house all the bureaucrats and public servants stamping, scribbling and marking paper that is pushed from filing cabinet to filing cabinet to filing cabinet and scanned and saved on hard drives sharing data across vast networks of hard drives along the information highways,
the police, the media, the farmers, the distributors of food, all the suppliers of chemicals, poisons and toxins delivered to the farmers, the trucks, the containers, boxes and packaging, the refrigeration, the warehouses, the parents, the families and all the staff involved in feeding the workers and building their homes and providing their services... the list is endless.

All of the above just so that you can have a pen in your hand.

It is this serving of fantasy that is destroying reality and we are faced with reality screaming out to us, saying

"What are you doing?

What are you doing?"

As everyone supports fantasy in every area of their lives, the machine of destruction keeps rolling along. The pen is just one, tiny example of hundreds of thousands and millions of items in our everyday lives that all require the same level of destruction and involvement by multi-thousands of men, women and children.

The items criss cross over and over and over as the pen needs paper and the paper needs a rubber, a paper clip, an envelope and the envelope needs a post box...... I could intensely write for the next ten days about everything intricately involved for us to have what we need just to wake up in a bed in a bedroom in a house in a street in a town in a state in a country in a world of pure fantasy that is destroying reality.

A pen is an unnatural thing made from destroyed nature, along with every other unnatural thing and often playing the game of "we cannot live without it ("The System") and all of it requires great and consistent destruction to nature from all of us all our waking and sleeping lives.

And then we wonder why earth is struggling and having droughts, floods, global warming, earthquakes, volcanos and "natural" disaster after "natural" disaster....... 

And the reason we get sucked into the endless destruction is because we are brainwashed into it from birth by our parents and extended families, our pre-school, primary school and high school teachers, all the propaganda coming at us from politicians, TV, movers, shakers and trend setters, experts, people with opinions, priests on pulpits, and on and on and on, an endless stream of men and women telling us how to think, feel and act under psychotic states of pure fantasy, illusion and delusion.
This relentless conversation with chaos (fantasy) is the ONLY problem that we all have to face and get rid of all of it.

Nature is our/MANS true nature but we have turned away from nature preferring chaos, destruction, death, genocide, extinction, slavery and most importantly lies upon lies upon lies..........

And the remedy is most simple, just walk away from living unnatural ways in every way imaginable and this includes politics, economics/commerce/banking, insurance, ownership, brainwashing as in every definition being illuminated and set into motion to be the building blocks of massive tsunamis thrusting numerous waves of harm back at us, in the image of our dreaming/creation/projection/illumination/fantasy.

Performing fantasy IS DEATH TO LIFE.

Seeking fantasy to justify the perpetuation of fantasy, regardless of the guise, is still harm coming back at us, collectively and all.

Everything of nature/life/earth is sacred, is unique and original and its "system" is undefined/unquantifiable (beyond measurement), and when we define nature by using fantasy to mold nature into these defined images we dream for, we will continue to push fantasy upon reality which is the ONLY way we cause immense harm to nature.

The WHOLE of "System" life is this fantasy being pushed on to reality, the pen, the rubber, the ruler, the paper, the compass, the square, the a, b, c, 1, 2, 3, etc, etc, etc, etc........

Link: https://www.1eyedeel.com/forum/topics/more-on-the-background-to-the-scam-behind-climate-change

---------------------

Hell On Eels
December 23, 2019 at 8:39pm

Choccy,

How are we going to avoid our "unnatural" creations: pens, books, electricity & everything we have ever built, made or invented?

Bottom line - it's a call back to the Stone Age; the destruction of modern human culture.
Living off the land, abandoned dwellings, caves or swinging off trees, like any creature of the 'natural' wild, where we all will compete to see who eats who first. That would be our new "System".

It would be a death sentence to many: the young, old, newborns & vulnerable amongst us.

I can't see it happening tbh, but irrespective of that and how we evolve, "nature" will survive long after we're gone. It's already killed off 99% of species, before we arrived.

---------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 9:53pm

No, it isn't. That "stone age" is part of the forced fed fantasy you've been fed with all the other dark age crap spoon-fed by those lying occultists/freemasons. There were no dark ages appearing before "The "System"/Civilisation of the dark ages came along. And supposed extinct species were caused by MAN. Everything going wrong including all the claimed earth changes was caused by MAN. The whole of system science is a load of bullshit. It's simple, just look at every single alphabet thought in your head and using scrutiny and contemplation seek out to find, see and visit (directly experience) the sensory life form behind the image of the definition, thought, dream, construct, concept, etc, and if you can't, its already the clear evidence of pure fantasy plaguing your perceptions of reality.

---------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 9:57pm

It's already a death sentence due to resisting reality to stay playing with fantasy... have you not already noticed this?

---------------------

Hell On Eels
December 23, 2019 at 11:01pm

Choccy,

The "System" you're proposing, however we call it is a life without any modern technology; even so much as a pen.
It's a life lived off the land, in caves or trees, like any creature of the wild, struggling to survive; in bloodied battles of who eats who first and combating all of nature's elements completely exposed.

It would kill more than half of us off in no time & keep our numbers in check: without even so much as a snap of Thanos' fingers.

You'd still get gangs & power struggles. Desperate to survive and would kill other tribes to survive in brutal fashion.

It's a world you'd expect post nuclear Holocaust.

---------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 24, 2019 at 12:21am

HOE, you are still defaulting to many 3rd party defined dreams/thoughts/images to continue illuminating the fantasy of your current perceptions of reality.

Only in the conversation with chaos (fantasy) will you continue to dance with images of uncertainty, distrust, covetousness, fear, greed, selfishness, illusion, delusion, fantasy, etc, etc, all the destructive e-motions containing the intentions of the occultists/high-level-freemasons who crafted the letters, words and images of the alphabets out of trauma (ritual sacrifice = blood letting and blood libel).

The e-go of these destructive e-motions can only be played off with the e-go of another MANS possession and it shows up as those alphabet voices in the head......

"You'd still get gangs & power struggles. Desperate to survive and would kill other tribes to survive in brutal fashion."

and

"It's a world you'd expect post nuclear Holocaust."

and

"It's a life lived off the land, in caves or trees, like any creature of the wild, struggling to survive; in bloodied battles of who eats who first and combating all of nature's elements completely exposed."

But were you there pre civilisation/"The System"?
Were you a witness?

Do you know anyone else who was there?

How do you really know?

These fantorgasmic images ONLY come out of "The System"/civilisation and NEVER from undefined nature.

Only amongst the confused do you find all the images of confusion about MAN’S true nature

Our true nature is imbued with all the undefined virtues of the good heart that is the whole natural character and presence of God as/in MAN. Nature does not contain distortions/confusions/corruptions with the true nature of MANS undefined good heart.

When you are brought up by nature without anyone in your head defining reality to you, ONLY the virtues of the good heart is what you always feel/sense because its in EVERYTHING of nature/earth/reality.

When you are raised by alphabets you have also taken on the highly destructive e-motions of trauma encoded in the letters and words and that trauma is in the images you feel as you illuminate and animate them through your imagining.

Believing the occultists ancient storytelling they come embodied with, the alphabet history/his-story/her-story is perceived to be true, you are now see-sawing between the natural undefined feelings of the good heart and the effect of destructive e-motions compelling you to perform/re-act/set-into-motion/call-out/etc, the trauma of doubt, uncertainty, complacency, distrust, fear, fantasy, illusion, delusion, etc, encoded in all the alphabet letters and words.

Black has now mixed with white and the confusion of the ancient history and science you were raised with is chequered and thus you will swing from the good heart to the trauma of fantasy - backwards and forwards on this freemasonic see-saw heading only to where fantasy is convincing your direction should be without ever really heading anywhere.

Nothing made personal is intended, including intentions to do you harm. Just sharing insights/facts as they present before this MAN.

---------------------

Hell On Eels
December 24, 2019 at 8:10am
Choccy, Cute LOL.

But, you still fail to recognise the consequences of your vague abstractions: you suggest we live without pens or any technology?

You'd have us living like Chimpanzees.

You also throw stones from a glass house.

Your language has enough third-party fantasy-land sponsorship for the both of us. Talking about magic carpet rides, occult world rulership, talking of yourself in third party. If there's anyone who can waffle more than me with more self deluded fantasises, it would be you.

Now that we have our views of each other out of the way, Merry Christmas and all the best.

---------------------

Poppa
December 24, 2019 at 12:41pm

You have touched on what I was trying to say in my evolution blog HOE.

I think you have made it a lot more explanatory than my attempt.

I would say to Choc that anyone as certain of being right and knowing as he seems to be can be a very dangerous individual......that is assuming I am reading him correctly?

Being the simple soul that I am Chocy could i challenge you to a summary of what you are trying to say and teach in this exercise in a concise few sentences.

I would have to say at this point of time that the empower has "no clothes" until you can explain exactly what you are trying to achieve with just a glance "as I saw you passing by".

---------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 24, 2019 at 4:38pm

HOE & Poppa. Well, what is your solution? How do you plan to keep using the pen when you have to cause great destruction to do so? Do you really want everyone to
keep using cars of mass destruction, building and living in houses of great destruction, going out to entertainment venues of mass destruction and having holidays of mass destruction? Should we all keep destroying habitats, causing extinction to many, many species, bulldozing forests, damming rivers and draining marshlands? All this happens for you to continue with your current lifestyle. How are you going to stop all the harm? Or don't you care, which is why you are arguing for the continuation of the harm? What do you want to leave behind for your children?

Shifting to solar, wind and hydro power is not the answer as there is huge amounts of harm involved in all of them, not to mention men and women working, working, working, often for pathetic wages with a bonus of cancer thrown in.

All we are saying is "Stop the harm". Then we can work out how to live creatively with nature.

Most people are fairly ingenious when push comes to shove and, should the economic system collapse, as it surely will, and should "The System" fall apart, as it surely will, many of those who survive it will find different ways to live, recycling what is left of "The System" and learning how to grow food again and live peacefully with nature and they will no doubt find that their stress levels plummet, their health improves, their view of life changes and their general feeling of contentment and well-being, living a peaceful life in nature, is vastly improved when they are no longer worrying about getting up to the clock, paying the mortgage, paying taxes, keeping up with the bills, not to mention the neighbours, etc.

What we are saying is, why not start making these changes now? Start learning to live without the harm while we still have access to bits of "The System" that will make the transition easier until we are ready to give it all up. Is this so insane or dangerous?

We have been raised in a war zone and we have been bullying nature by using parts of nature that we have to harm to make lifeless things that we then use to continue bullying nature. This is all that we know because it is what we learnt from those around us. When the norms are everyone being a bully and harming nature constantly, it can be very difficult to see another way.

Raised in the midst of chaos all-around without ever being apart from it is very easy to form perceptions of reality that have the throngs who were raised in chaos consistently default to images coming out of the chaotic soup of bullshit conversations of chaos - if this is all you know, you are going to cling to the bullying and the chaos it causes. What we have come to see is that nature is where we create our soul that makes us part of nature forever, not as something to worship but as who we are, and all our ancestors are part of nature and this is how we commune with them and all of nature so that we never dream of harming it.
We have been so badly brainwashed that we have developed a practise of living that has been going on for so long that we think it is absurd that we can just walk away from it and yet, if we walk away from it, we can stop bashing nature, which is what we do when we have doubt and uncertainty and we worry about invasion and dog-eat-dog and gang looting, security and certainty, diving in to the information of "The System" looking for a remedy when all the information of "The System" has to offer is further ideas of how to keep bullying nature all the time. It doesn't matter what aspect of life in "The System" we think about, we do the best we can to protect the bullying so it can continue, and all of this is supported and massaged by the thoughts in our head that we have been spoon fed with ever since we arrived in the womb. We are born destruction machines and all we know is how to continue bullying nature.

Cutting down bullying by 50% doesn't mean it has stopped and even if we cut it down by 99%, the bullying hasn't stopped and we remain as bullies, harming the life that is who we are and that we cannot survive without. It is as though we disrespect most that which is critical for life.

Look at it as an episode of Star Trek where the Federation crew come to a planet where harm and bullying is the norm but where the natives think that the bullying and harm is the only way we can have a roof over our heads, raise a family, live with each other - the harm is normal to them but they do not see that they are heading to extinction because of the harm that they think is normal. How would the crew of Voyager react? Would they not try to show them the error of their ways, all the while offering solutions and ideas for how the inhabitants of the planet can live differently?

Everyone in "The System" is a bully, a harm doer, destroying nature. They can be politicians, priests, scientists, educators, spiritual leaders, blue and white collar workers, doctors, farmers, etc, etc, - whatever titles and standings we hold in "The System" from the highest of the high to the lowest of the low, we are bullies, not conscious enough to see the harm that we are still supporting or, not conscious enough do something about it.

We are determined to protect bullying and harm so that we can continue living the way we are because we don't see that we can live without the harm doing, if we choose to do so.

Once the harm doing gets beyond a certain level, it becomes a Tsunami that wipes us out and this is where we are heading. "The System" was designed to keep us in chaos and unable to take full responsibility for our lives so we keep passing over the responsibility to others who just tell us to continue the bullying or that they have a better method of bullying and that bullying is inevitable. All the history that we learn has been twisted to make us think that everything is much better than it used to be but this is just part of how we are kept in our prison of fear, doubt and uncertainty. Who says
that nature was hostile and that the tribes starved and grovelled in the mud, pre-civilisation?

In fact, the mistake all the tribes made was in welcoming the invaders who brought the culture of civilisation that is bullying with them and decimated the tribes and brainwashed whoever was left of them. The tribes were living in paradise in abundance and they would never harm nature because that is who they are. But you guys seem to be fighting to make sure the bullying survives and the harm marches on.

We don't have to abuse nature to eat, to be free, to live amongst abundance but most of us think that we do.

It is not about "being right", as Poppa thinks, it is about using scrutiny to challenge everything we think and feel so we can comprehend how we have arrived at the current mess that we are all in. I have spent 14 years leaving no stone uncovered searching for the reasons why we see extinction on the horizon and do nothing about it, as well as thinking about the remedy to all this. This has been my main focus, above and beyond any other, for all those years so yes, I can back up what I say because I have tested everything I think and feel and continue to do so always.

Is it dangerous for men and women to argue and debate so that we keep learning from each other so we stop repeating the same mistakes over and over again? What are your solutions, beyond tightening up the blinkers and pretending that it will all get better somehow, or that someone else will make it better, or that some new technology will come along and wipe out all the harm AND let us have our destruction cake and eat it? This is how crazy it gets; we all know that we are heading in a very dangerous direction but no one seems to want to do anything about it.

What do you suggest?

Who are the dangerous ones; those who look without blinkers at the harm, chaos and destruction and set about doing something about it or those who prefer to have a yarn about how dreadful it all is but do nothing?

Let's hear the remedies that you have on offer, how they will look and work. Once we have scrutinised them to make sure they are rock solid, we can work together to set them into motion.

Who's up for it?

We are.

Mr and Mrs Choc Frog.
Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 10:40pm

HOE, everything you sense of nature was created by our ancestors (MAN). Nature is our expansion of consciousness, is who we really are and we are the ONLY ones here. Without our existence, there is no one to experience the dream of life.

Some say, but the trees will still be here, etc, and this MAN points out that they are a MAN hearing/reading the insight/question I've raised but what happens when there is no MAN existing to hear/read and respond???

Even now, we are all experiencing the creations of our dreams, disasters and all. Nothing has changed because we are the creator and we are all at the effect of each other's creations/dreams-set-into-motion.

Bring forward an experience without MAN being a party to that experience, thought, dream, idea, feelings, etc.. You see/sense, NO ONE CAN because we are it.

All thoughts of the past and of the future need us/MAN to exist here and now to experience all thoughts, feelings/dreams of the past or of the future.

ONLY present sense exists.

We all exist ONLY in present sense.

All thought is to MAN always experiencing thought in the eternal present-sense

---------------------

MontoEel
December 24, 2019 at 12:38pm

Exactly Choc, well said.

---------------------

Frank The Tank
December 23, 2019 at 9:34pm
97% consensus aye - there are many who would argue that this 97% is built upon a large exaggeration or even an outright lie.

Science is not based on consensus rather on experimentation and the recording of results. Once this experiment is concluded, guess what? They run it again and again to attempt to come up with a different result. Climate can't be forecast long term, so we use long term computer models, made by, you guessed it - man.

Nonetheless, history has shown us all, that all it takes is one man, one experiment or one piece of evidence to disprove a theory or these so called consensus of experts incorrect.

You see everyone is an expert in their field until they no longer are.

---------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 10:08pm

Frank, even the information used to make up the experiment is make-believe, is pure fantasy. Just because a kid is relying on the stage, props, and scripts of a fairytale to validate its reality and assert standing/reference with it, still does not make anything of the fairytale true. A brainwashed MAN having gone through 20+ years of education to become an expert working with telescopes and microscopes is still relying on all the thoughts put in that MANS head by others - not a single thought is directly coming from whatever of nature/reality/sensory-life-form the MAN is observing/studying.

The MAN is still completely lost in the matrix/fantasy playing semantics with the matrix (definitions) and forming claims out of them because the MAN still believes this knowledge (illumination of 3rd party defined images) is the reality of his true perceptions = this MAN is still completely lost in BULLSHIT.

What you directly see/sense of the natural celestial bodies is true but everything explained to you about what you see/sense IS NOT TRUE.

All the waking life the MAN is lost to pure fantasy, reality/nature is NOT on the MAN'S radar and instead the illumination of the MANS belief in fantasy being reality is being projected on to the MANS radar and from there the MAN is completely disconnected to nature/sensory-life-forms, can't sense each unique life-form and will do immense harm upon nature without being conscious of said fact. The MAN has no big picture of reality to co-create life with, without the need to do harm.

---------------------
Snake - Internet safety officer
December 23, 2019 at 10:23pm

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 10:45pm

Exactly, that is a scientist in practice.

MontoEel
December 24, 2019 at 8:31am

5% of those 95 - 97% of the scientists you've suggested were actual scientists the rest were people that were polled and who were from a diverse background of semi and professional people. There are a vast majority of scientists who disagree with climate change!
Monto, do you have any authorities to support your statement? I am pretty sure you are wrong. If you go to this site:

Scientific Consensus: Earth's Climate is Warming
https://climate.nasa.gov/scientific-consensus

"Multiple studies published in peer-reviewed scientific journals1 show that 97 percent or more of actively publishing climate scientists agree*: Climate-warming trends over the past century are extremely likely due to human activities."

https://climate.nasa.gov/system/content_pages/main_images/1309_globaltemps_agency_comparison_2018.gif

Scientific Consensus: Earth's Climate is Warming

Temperature data showing rapid warming in the past few decades, the latest data going up to 2018. According to NASA data, 2016 was the warmest year since 1880, continuing a long-term trend of rising global temperatures. The 10 warmest years in the 139-year record all have occurred since 2005, with the five warmest years being the five most recent years. Credit: NASA's Earth Observatory. Download still image.
Multiple studies published in peer-reviewed scientific journals\(^1\) show that 97 percent or more of actively publishing climate scientists agree*: Climate-warming trends over the past century are extremely likely due to human activities. In addition, most of the leading scientific organizations worldwide have issued public statements endorsing this position. The following is a partial list of these organizations, along with links to their published statements and a selection of related resources.

---------------------

Hell On Eels  
December 24, 2019 at 9:50am

Elvis, Good effort mate. I wish evidence trumped emotions & ideologies, but it rarely does.

People who umbrella science a hoax, then by default should believe everything they see in their living rooms & everything typed on here a hoax, too. Next time they have an operation or take any medication, I hope they thank the doctors for the hoax.

---------------------

Elvis_the_eel  
December 24, 2019 at 10:03am

HOE, thanks. The pace of modern life is so hectic and flooded with so many contradictory statements people rarely have time or the energy to research what are the facts. Everyone does it including me. I find that people that express contrary views are rarely bad intentioned.

There are a lot more bad ideas in the world than bad intentioned people. I think almost all the posters on here post "in good faith".

There are however a few issues on which I am passionate (probably overly so), climate change and the environment we are leaving our children is one!!

Enough of my rant (as an older male I often shake my fist at the sky) ..... Merry Christmas to everyone *smile*.

---------------------

Hell On Eels  
December 24, 2019 at 10:29am

Elvis, well said mate. Hahaha, I like the "the raising the fist to the sky" routine lol.
Like you, I also feel there are very few bad or truly "evil" people, just ideas and emotions, differences in personality & personas, as well as tribal mob values, that sometimes cause issues.

Many like to knock science, as a fantasy or hoax, but don't point out the good it has done as well.

All that aside, Merry Christmas to you and family as well. Stay well, mate.

---------------------
Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 24, 2019 at 6:49pm


---------------------
Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 24, 2019 at 6:44pm

"The System" is all about doing harm to nature/earth/reality, no matter the scale of harm because harm is harm no matter the type of harm on offer.

So now we have cleverly advanced our abilities to document types of harm to determine what areas of harm we should reduce while all other forms of harm doing can continue on their merry way.
And here we now have "expert" statistics all about harm doing, showing the "psycho states" of harm doing currently on offer.

"Hey look bullies, harm doing in this area needs to be curtailed". Let's call it "Weather Modification", the weather being the ebb and flow of our passion to do harm to nature.

And all the bullies behind the doing of harm to nature, have now been given certification titles to identify and embrace their extreme bully tactics - some of many are called "Carbon Emissions", "Climate Warming", "Global Warming", etc, - so they can inform us which of our harm doing is acceptable and which we must give up so we can defend our complacency about our harm doing.

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/91/86/f0/9186f05e0a64c532943f088023634705.jpg

-----------------------

Poppa
December 24, 2019 at 6:22pm

Sorry I don't understand that I don't understand.

---------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 24, 2019 at 6:48pm

https://www.ancient-origins.net/sites/default/files/field/image/nero-rome.jpg

---------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 23, 2019 at 4:52pm

HOE, Another recent Choc Frog Facebook post
Words Have No Power Of Life; They Are Dead

3rd January 2020

Words have no power of life; they are dead. It's the living where the living exists and that is nature, food forests, etc, and that is the ONLY true tongue we can communicate truth (the substance of truth) with.

All else is just alphabet words being illuminated (imagining fantasy/definitions is reality) from the good-hearted sentiments of deeply traumatised, broken down slaves, lost in the imagining that consciousness, truth, reality, freedom, etc, is reality and that they are living it without being the living existence of a food forest and the sheer magnificence and abundance of nature (LIFE) all around them, that they have co-created and are creating and expanding in/as this life.

Writing alphabet words from apartments, skyscrapers, suburbs, housing commission, factories, industrial areas, caravans, etc, about truth, consciousness, etc, is pure delusion and they are lost in fantasy and illusions. Either the living substance of truth exists as the expression of MAN'S true nature (consciousness/LIFE) or it doesn't.

The point is our original ancestors were living in paradise without 3D (through alphabets imagining fantasy/definitions is reality) being imagined and they had it all and so much more and yet they fell into the 3D illusion and they and all their descendants have never returned since.

All of these fallen generations have brought forth the truth of the good-hearted sentiments, still in contact with all the virtues of the good heart and this has imbued all their 3D creations of sharing insights into truth, reality, etc, with those good-hearted
sentiments deceiving them into thinking that their 3D creations are of the good heart so they never return to Paradise. They have stopped creating reality.

No one raised in "The System" has been allowed to create unique, original dreams that are their undefined soul, that divine spark you refer to.

Instead, they are lost in a defined reality where there is no undefined soul because all they are doing is imagining definitions as being their perception of reality and this illuminates and animates fantasy into a fake dream-world ("The Matrix") and they remain completely lost there forevermore.

It is their free will being misused and manipulated to have them dream their lost/disconnected "state" and if they have not created their undefined soul, there is no life of the MAN to move on with eternal life; they have committed spiritual suicide (so to speak) = eternal death, thanks to their free will. If one dies (so to speak) and all one dreams for is pure fantasy, then there is no unique, original life of MAN there to move on with eternal life.

Fantasy has no life, is dead, and no one can ever return to life once the vessel is deceased.

Life is a living (LIVE IN G THE) dream of MAN'S life and if we are not LIVING IN THE DREAM OF MAN'S LIFE that we have uniquely created, through our senses, then the reality of the dream of MAN'S life is completely empty of life and there is nothing of life existing to move on with eternal life.

Imagining fantasy is reality is not reality and never will be.

Note: notice the G in the word living (live in g) which clearly refers to the occultists/high-level-Freemasons and their founding father, the (G)rand Architect, (G)od, as clearly symbolised in their compass and square
http://www.masonsmart.com/image-files/sqcomp09.gif - Everyone raised in "The System" (their defined system/version of reality) is under the (G)od of Freemasonry, the fallen MAN, the greatest deceiver of them all who invented the make-believe universe with all its measurements and calculations, the divide and rule of the compass and square that provides their order out of their engineered chaos.
Everything of reality, big or small has been cut up, allocated, compartmentalised into the boxes of definition of measurements, out of which come the commerce of cults, races, creeds, titles, standings, commercial values of quantity, quality, weight, distance, lots, plots, areas, galaxies, universes, solar systems, heavens, hell, science, education, religion, big business, corporations, fines, penalties, invoices, statements, bills, receipts, astrology, numerology, mathematics, geometry, alphabets, etc, etc. The whole of "The System" is built on this lie.

Their order is what has been defined to us as being reality and this order creates chaos because everyone who has bought into this bullshit believes that fantasy is reality and no one knows who they are anymore so they are creating immense harm to their lives and the lives of all those around them and to nature, all of which is chaos needing their order, their G.

There is so much more to all of this and we have no spare waking life to rewrite it all here. However, you can explore this facebook wall or our website http://loveforlife.com.au where you will find heaps of our insight material to explore from 2005. Otherwise, wait until the free Love For Life ebook comes out in the coming months. It will be posted on all 7 of the Facebook walls that we use and on the LFL website, YouTube channel and through the LFL mailing list.

All the best to you and your family Peter 😊
They Say We Each Produce A Cup Of Water Per Day That Is 250ml

15th December 2019

This MAN has produced an average of 521.4 million (521,395,200) breaths across 62 years or 22,630 sunrises and sunsets. They say we each produce a cup of water per day that is 250ml. If we live for 62 years we are each roughly creating 5658 litres of water that never existed pre our existence. Just think of all the water produced by all our ancestors.

Regardless of deaths, genocide and childlessness going back through all the generations, say 1000 years, and adding the breath of our ancestors, if we postulate that 1000 years was 30 generations ago then the number of our ancestors is two to the 30th, or just over a billion: 1,073,741,824, and when we multiply 5658 litres of water by 1 billion and 73 million, 741,824 thousand ancestors = 6.0752312e+12 litres of water, and for arguments sake, lets say the average life of an ancestor is 40 years so we get 5.4868207e+15 litres of water produced over 1000 years.

Disregarding all other water creating life-forms of nature, are not those who claim to "control" water through law, bureaucracy and administration stealing from those who produced the water for free?

Why are we paying for FREE water and why were all our FREE ancestors and us removed from FREE natural water supplies and brought into cities, suburbs and towns, etc, where a meter is used to clock all the FREE natural water we all created for FREE that has since been severely corrupted with chlorine, fluoride, toxins, pollution, excrement, urine, etc, to make us all sick, weak and sedated?

And are you aware that all your dreams that are thoughts and all the feelings of your intentions and your ancestors are encoded in every breath out?

As all the dreams of all our ancestors still remain in the water, the atmosphere, the air, celestial space, etc, the corruption to all the water was designed by those who want complete power, control and subjugation over all of us so that we would no longer
sense the truth of our original ancestors' freedom, pre invasion, instead being confused and distracted living as commercial slaves in "The System" of deeply corrupted water.

How can anyone claim to have authority over water?

---------------------------

Ishmahin Micella Bøhn

Great point!

They probably find (or create) commercial laws of ownership based on the ownership of our birth-certifications... where we get under commercial law (the law of the Sea) when we come out of our mothers water....

Hence the $lavery-$ystem we live under... that is on all levels of society...

---------------------------

Arthur Cristian

No one "owns" anything as it is impossible to do or back up with evidence. What can be done and through bluff, claim administrative rights over "intellectual property" that sails as commercial vessels on the SEA of fantasy ("The System" = all the alphabets and all the definitions derived from this make believe matrix) that you SEE. It's only here where fantasy is being imagined as reality where reality is being traded as commercial (indentured/bonded) vessels in the stock market, equity and all, of copyrighted (right of copy) "intellectual property".

It is the "intellectual property" that is being administered BUT very few deeply brainwashed brothers and sisters can SEE (SENSE) this fact. They really believe that the "intellectual property" UNDER "NAME" is reality, is who they really are and what they are really part of. When we really wake up, when we are creating a bridge to get out of "The System" back to Kindom in this life, using "The System" to get out of "The System"/Matrix in this life, it is always best to be in their make believe world BUT not of their make believe world.

Through belief in fantasy being reality, what you SEE of "intellectual property, UNDER "NAME" (definitions forms the fantasies of perceived realities) is what you are illuminating as your reality on the SEA of "The System" where all commercial vessels are trading reality and in doing so, completely destroying reality until nothing remains to remind the deep asleep of reality, of their deep sleep.
The Jordan Maxwell scam of registered (birth certificate) vessels coming out of the waters of the womb and given birth on the seas of admiralty law, is a huge lie, a massive con. It only has some truth when you can SENSE/SEE the big picture of reality and what is really going on. The "NAME" is the mark of the beast, the beast who ploughs his/her slave masters fields of endeavour. The "NAME IS NOT WHO WE REALLY ARE AND NEVER WILL BE. All definitions are fake, illusory and pure fantasy.

More on all this here: http://love for life.com.au - explore all the Love For Life articles, posts, videos, discussions, debates, etc, going back to 2005.

brissyeel
December 15, 2019 at 8:12pm

I could be wrong, but I thought the amount of water on the planet was a set amount, ie you can't create water. It changes form - gas, liquid or whatever, but you can't effectively destroy or make it. So there hasn't been any creation of water by your ancestors or anyone else.

-----------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 15, 2019 at 9:14pm

We do create water and earth is expanding and not staying the same or shrinking. The true consciousness of life/reality/nature/MAN is undefined and not condensed (defined) into a predetermined box where the uniqueness of each life doesn't exist (is rejected/ignored), thanks to the status quo of what came before life.

Breathe out on the window, you just created water.

Breathe on the mirror and tell us you did not create water.

Even intense composting in a intense 1/2 acre garden, only from the growth of the intense 1/2 acre garden, expands the mass of the intense 1/2 acre garden, it doesn't shrink and become less over 50 years. This is what undisturbed forests do (over time - so to speak). A forest is intense and its mass expands. Same with water. The forest is water, of water, as is everything of life/reality.
fishbulb
December 15, 2019 at 9:30pm

When you breathe on a mirror you do not create water. There’s moisture in your breath that condenses when it hits the surface of the mirror. At most a part of that water in your breath is changing states, from gas to liquid, but the majority would be microscopic droplets of water carried in the current of your breath.

---------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 16, 2019 at 1:06pm

Moisture, vapour, mist, air, condensation, etc, is water and is "new" water created that wasn't there before. Everything of life is expanding and yet not confined by definitions (pre-determinations).

---------------------------

Browny
December 16, 2019 at 12:53pm

Have to factor in the cost to collect, store, treat, deliver, maintain and build the infrastructure to get the water to you?

---------------------------

Chocolate Frog ♥ Ms Peppers Mint
December 16, 2019 at 1:03pm

No need for it when everyone can live freely near water ways that run naturally and do not need water with artificial medication. We destroyed original nature/forests to such an extent that we are so very close to earth-wide closure as the severe domino effect of nature swallowing all the man-made distortion to bring back its true life essence/purpose/vibrancy.

All citizens have become Nero watching Rome burn as it completely collapses all around.

---------------------------

Link: [https://www.1eyedeel.com/forum/topics/whose-water-is-it?commentId=7033964%3AComment%3A2016647](https://www.1eyedeel.com/forum/topics/whose-water-is-it?commentId=7033964%3AComment%3A2016647)
The extent of the Freemasonic networks is vast, international and all-encompassing of everything going on in "The System". There are controls in place in every area of "The System" and men and women in place to manipulate, guide, massage, oppose, counter, accuse, vilify, justify, promote, "discover" or attack whoever or whatever as needed to keep the agenda of those behind "The System" chugging along. They must control all outcomes.

Over the years of Love For Life, the work of this MAN has been met with many attempts to shut down its influence; the website was attacked so that it had to be taken down, the Facebook pages have been ghosted and friends have been removed, the meters in YouTube have been tampered with, we were accused of "hate speech" by Scribd who blocked the account, Photobucket also stopped allowing us to use their services, the PayPal account was closed for no reason, other "names", Pied Pipers within the "alternative/conspiracy/consciousness" movements, have taken the LFL insights and twisted them, offering them without the remedy, intel operatives have come close, offering e-motional attachments, money, land, etc, and then removing themselves, the plan being to break us, make us feel alone, bring us to our knees, make us give up.

We also get taunted by intel operatives who send us links to others talking about similar things to us but getting far more airplay, people who know us well sending us messages about Happy New Year, or Happy Birthday, when they know Arthur talks about how it doesn't exist, etc, deliberately trying to cause conflict on Facebook walls/YouTube comment sections, etc. vitriolic, hateful comments, lies being spread around the local area about Arthur being a cult leader and LFL being a cult, wealthy men trying to tempt Hannah away from us through relationship or job offers, and Fiona being set up to be sued for defamation and ordered to pay $10,000 to David Bottrill (they couldn't get at Arthur), and the LFL website being threatened with closure by the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies.

It can be said that those behind "The System" have been successful in keeping the influence of the LFL work to a minimum BUT, the point is, Lee, none of it matters because the LFL work is not about attracting a following, about being heard by large
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numbers, about who is right or wrong, about us and them, winning and losing, victors and conquered. They are missing the point. We are writing the ebook to share the truth and then it is up to others to do something with it if they want to. We cannot interfere with another's free will.

The point is, that this is life or death and the choice between life and death lies with each of us. Life is eternal, if we chose it, but death is also eternal, if this is what we prefer, and there is NO ONE who can make that choice about whether you live or die but you, and you cannot force anyone around you to live or die either. We can give our children the gift of life but we cannot make them choose life over death because they have free will.

Right now, everyone supporting and maintaining "The System", INCLUDING all those in the occultic/Freemasonic world, is choosing death over life and there is nothing that the LFL work can do for them, if they do not choose life over death. All the LFL work can do is show them what has happened to them, how they have been hoodwinked into destroying life, THEIR LIFE, and what they can do about it but they still have to make the choice. Gardening cannot make them live and even creating a food forest and living amongst it does not ensure their eternal life.

A man can spend his whole life in the service of God, but that does not mean he has eternal life because he is lost in the fantasy of being in service to God. A woman can spend her whole life in service to the family, but that does not mean she has eternal life because she is lost in the fantasy of what it is to be a good mother, husband, daughter, etc.

How many fantasies are going on every minute, every hour, every day? What are they fixing?

When a child experiences the excitement of Santa Claus, that excitement is all related to the fantasy, the lie, (death) because those around the child have given up real life, nature, which is where the child should be experiencing the excitement.

Words have no power; how long has the word been with the Freemasons and what have they got to show for it? Nothing because all they have is fantasy. When we say "Merry Christmas" or "Happy New Year", we are in fantasy believing that the words have some power over the reality of the instant after instant after instant that we are experiencing.

The word "government" has no power. It is just a word but billions of men and women are passing their lives over to the government and expecting the government to fix something because they have given up being the government in their lives. But how can anything in our lives be fixed, if we don't fix it? How many generations of people have been asking the government to fix everything and then wondering why there is
still a mess? It is still a mess because the government is a fantasy and people are too lazy to fix things for themselves and those around them.

This MAN has just navigated what has happened to give people a sense of the rebellion against life that they are part of but all the words used in the LFL insight work have no power to give life either. Everything this MAN has been exposing is showing the pathways MAN has chosen that have caused MAN to give up life. The LFL work has been bringing them back to the big picture of what has happened but cannot give them life. Even when they realise what has been done to them, they still have a choice and no one, not even the creator of life, can influence that decision or give life where it has been shunned.

Even when we create a child, we have no power over the life of the child. All we can do is offer life and protect the domain where the child grows up but the child still has free will. The magnificence of the consciousness is already there but the child still has to use its free will to work with that magnificence as the magnificence.

Life was there before we existed and the gift of life was shared with us by the creator of life so that we could co-create with everything. When you breathe in the air, it is the life you have been gifted with, the life of the creator who had the intention of life. We don't comprehend what the creator is but we were never meant to be less than the creator or in fear of the creator. We have been given the whole essence of life but we have shunned it because we have not allowed the consciousness of the creator to imbue us with life. We have been given life but, when the body is laid to rest, where is the life? Either we are imbued with the life of the creator or we are not.

Despite our resistance to life through our devotion to fantasy and the mess we have made, life is still there. The sun still shines, there is still air to breathe and water to drink but we ignore it while we spend our lives in duty to the fantasies in our heads, dying as the father and son in the Leunig cartoon, watching a magnificent sunset on the TV when there is a magnificent sunset outside the window. All the time the Freemasons and their lackeys spend in their Masonic orders, societies, fraternities, etc, manipulating, guiding, massaging, opposing, countering, accusing, vilifying, justifying, promoting, "discovering" or attacking, they are all dead because they are raising up the dead, the fantasy, and living for the fantasy.

The Freemasonic world has their fingers on the pulse of "The System", imagining that they have power and control but they have no power because all the chaos that they are allowing to happen is because of the fantasy that they are putting their energy into. Everything they are doing will come to nothing because they have nothing and whatever they think they are doing for their children down the generations will come to nothing. If they weren't entertaining the fantasies of eternal life in other galaxies, material wealth and rewards, power and control, they would never do what they are doing. Their privilege and protection will never give them life, in spite of the promises
they have been given. Performing duties for the promise of life does not give life and this is what they cannot see.

Their world was created by a MAN who wanted to trap everyone on all sides to show the imperfection of MAN by seducing them into committing spiritual suicide. There are no winners in this world. This MAN, Arthur, is illuminating the lies of their craft that deny them life, so that they can chose life, if they want it, but they are the ones who have to live it. The instant MAN turned against life was the instant that MAN'S fall from life began and nothing this MAN does can stop others thinking anti-life thoughts and acting on them.

The Freemasons are so caught up in their secrets that they don't realise that these secrets are the evidence of their death. They are the promise of that devastation to paradise, the embodiment of the lie, not realising it is the paradise of their eternal life that they are destroying because there is nothing real in their animation of the apparitions of their fantasies. They are meeting the dreams of their imagining and believing that this is the proof of their existence.

They are plagued by so many fantasies that they are animating through the water of their breath, that they can no longer sense what is fantasy and what is reality. The nature of life is eternal and it is only since reality was plagued with fantasy that we are seeing this phenomena come about. It is only where MAN has been infected and passed the infection through the generations that we see this dance of death being played out. There is nowhere in pristine nature that this can be seen.

The very thing that they are doing through the secrets of their malevolent intentions, is what has been done to them. They see everything through individualism but this is a lie because we are all part of the wholeness that they don't sense, so they see "us" as separate to "them" and they don't see that by being the harm to "us", they are already the harm in their lives. When they live the lie, they already are the lie and this is their death.

The lie of individualism where we are all carved up and separated into names and identities is their death but they are so caught up in the psychosis of their fantasies that they don't see it. Even if, at best, they are working towards a benevolent, one world federation where they still have power and control and it has nothing to do with rewards in the afterlife, they are still falling away from life and dying.

There is no escape from the dreams they are creating so the fulfillment of their dreams will come upon them too, even as they stand like Nero to watch Rome burn until all that is left all across earth are the skeletons of their delusional existence. They think they have protection from the force of darkness when they are the force of darkness they seek protection from. The descendants of eternal life will come across the skeletons of their buildings, their businesses, the teddy bears and prams of their children, and think,
"What a waste, what a waste, what a waste! They were given the promise of eternal life and they turned their backs on it."

The parents will say to their children, "Nothing to learn from any of this. All their money, all their power structures, their brother and sisterhoods, everything that they thought was their strength could not protect them because it was actually their greatest weakness. Even the sacrifice of those who dreamed eternal life to show them the error of their ways wasn't enough." The only message to be learned from the skeletons will be never to go down these roads again. They will sense the lives of all these Freemasons and all their families and lackeys down the generations, all of them gone for nothing. Everything that they did from the heart, that was close to them, was for nothing and they drew to them the destruction of their own creation.

We illuminate the trauma of our issues and we draw it to ourselves, not seeing that all we have done is create the dream that leads to the trauma being played out. We create situations and get people caught up in them so we can blame them for our trauma but we are the culprits because we are creating what we are dreaming. This is what the Freemasons have done. They think of us as useless food eaters and think of themselves as the superior shepherds and wardens that we need to guide us but they have set up the whole situation by displacing us from the land so that we can no longer feed our families and have access to clean air and water, and we have set up the situation by allowing the displacement and our subsequent enslavement.

On all sides, we are playing out the fantasy, on all sides, we are creating the suffering in our lives. So often, we think that what we are dreaming from our good intentions is reality when it is fantasy. We are holding the e-motion which is animated through what we have imagined around us and we illuminate the fantasy of our e-motion on those around us, not realising that the whole thing is in our imagination and we have projected it onto the situation we are in.

The Freemasons came to all the tribes of MAN on the land as surveyors, botanists, scientists, historians, linguists, and priests, believing in what they were doing, but the reality of those invasions is the constant destruction of "The System" that we are living. Instead of nature, we have skyscrapers, dams, cities, etc.

Watching the program will have you become the program and, because you are illuminating it, you see it as reality. The only reason we have churches and religions is because someone decided other men and women needed to be saved and told how to live. The church and the devil are in our lives because we have given up the power that is natural for the prosthetics that we are told we need.

Co-creation inspired by the dreams of the undefined good heart has no e-motion and, therefore, is not a game of love to be played out in any way. It's just the dreams of MAN'S life being created by those who hold and live those sacred dreams.
In "The System", moulded by the secrecy and manipulation of the intention of their Freemasonic masters, men and women come with fantorgasmic dreams of e-motion (desecration) seeking from others what they don't already have in their dreams. They hold and live these dreams of doubt, uncertainty, complacency, apathy, denial, jealousy, greed, envy, covetousness, confusion, etc, etc, and thus become the harm doers, the parasites, vampires, and leeches, upon the innocent.

Unconscious of the harm they are causing, they keep their e-motionally driven desires secret so they become the blind spots of unconsciousness that have them unable to be fully responsible for the harm they are dreaming for and setting into motion because it's all buried in the darkness of their secret desires.

There is no full disclosure of intention upfront so it is left to others to work out what their motives are and confront them, if they can sense their scheming and steaming festering away, so their dark, malevolent intentions are brought to the surface. Then they have a choice to face them and heal or run away, which most of them do, vampires running back to the dark because of pride, shame, arrogance, righteousness, etc. They don't like the light being shone upon the darkness of their intention, which shows up their immense weakness.

Defining consciousness (alphabet words) is pure fantasy that has us drift away from undefined reality because the definitions of alphabet words form the perceptions of reality we have borrowed from others and copied and thus we have forgotten who we really are. Unconscious of the big picture of the wholeness of our life as all of life, we become the bullies of life, perpetually corrupting and destroying reality under the guise of "I love this" and "I love that".

This is "The System" with everyone raised in it being the horrific, out-of-control rolling stone, harm-doing bullies, all-the-while hiding inside the make-believe havens of justifications that were formed out of the definitions of fantasy they perceive as being their reality, with no resistance to the alphabet words spinning between the ears that keep coming up that have them be the machines of harm.

Everyone raised in "The System" has been armed with fantasy and it is these armies of fantasy that will be the death of the Freemasons.

Anti-life thoughts do not occur naturally; they have to be imagined, engineered and taught on a mass scale. The extent of the cabal of Freemasonry is unimaginable to most but it is in everything of "The System" and the blueprint of its agenda is in the Bible, although most Christians don't know this.

Who are all these Freemasons and occultists and all their lackeys and dogs-bodies? They are our brothers and sisters who have the choice between life and death. If they
choose to ignore what we share with them, it is their problem, not ours. Every time they chose fantasy over reality, it is their problem, not ours. Every time they chose cruelty over love, subterfuge over honesty, money over people and selfishness over generosity, it is their problem, not ours.

They are playing with death because their world only operates on the fantasy which has no life. They are relying on the fantasy to run their scams and on MAN believing in the fantasy, which is fear and all the emotional trauma where there is no life, only traumatised men and women lost in fantasy so that they can be manipulated and directed. They think that they can get away with using fantasy to maintain their power and control and still have life but there is no life in the lies that they weave so they are choosing death over life.

Can we visit the Pope? Christianity? The Occults? Government? Law? All we can visit is a MAN coming forward to represent Pope, Christianity, the Occults, government and law because none of these defined images have any life. Can we visit global warming, climate change, economic growth or statistics? All we can do is believe in it.

The Freemasons believe there is life in the occults, in money, in their power, in their lies, in their delusions of grandeur, in their order, their law, their organisation and their subjugation and in the empty promises about being after-life gods in faraway galaxies that they have been sucked into, but there is no life in anything they control because they have given it up to live for the lie.

There is no life in slavery, in manipulating men and women, in socially engineering them, in sexualising them, in criminalising them. There is no life in self-obsession, ownership, statutes, laws, belief systems, fantasy, processed food, chlorinated water, all the drugs, poisons and chemicals, no life in authority, in the Land Titles Office, in military might, and yet people believe that there is. They believe that New Year's Day exists, that Christmas Day exists, just as a child believes in Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny.

If they were working with life, they wouldn't be able to manipulate it because it is conscious and the life of community, strength, joy, etc, lives in the man who knows the difference between truth and lies and so does not entertain lies as truth.

The Freemasons can rally their whole international network and muster all their bombs, military might and force, they can saturate us with psyops and brainwashing but they are all lost because they cannot beat the truth and they cannot beat this MAN, even if they put a bullet in his body, because he is not at war with them. They can use their lackey’s to deliver the feel-good, oneness, consciousness, eco-community messages that suit their agenda but this is still relying on the lies of fantasy.
Even if they rule their world and have thousands coming to their funerals, they still don't have eternal life and all the material wealth in the world will not help them with this.

This MAN came to this world by choice to show the wicked ways, to straighten out what has been made crooked, to expose the lies for all to see but this MAN cannot make anyone choose life. Just wanted to work out what happened and how it all worked and this has been done. If this MAN'S body dies tomorrow, the life of this MAN still lives because he has chosen life and he knows who he is.

When MAN really wakes up, they drop everything and all they can do is create sanctuaries so that the children who are brought up in them can experience life without the confusion and doubt taught by system life and they can be raised as that eternal life with no struggle with fantasy going on for them.

It does not matter what is going to become of this MAN'S life - what does matter is what is going to become of yours. The only life is the one you have been gifted with that you have forsaken.

All the bush fires and the drought is the lie you have been living, the fantasy that you prefer over reality, the anti-life that you worship.

When we water the barren grounds, the life comes back because it was always there. We can flood the information channels with truth but, if there is no one willing to give life to the truth, the lies will prosper and the truth remains forgotten.

The great MAN known as Jesus is reported to have said, "Father, forgive them for they know not what they do." Those who have surrendered to fantasy don't realise that they have chosen eternal death.

What do you choose? Life or death?


Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Everything Of “The System” Is Predetermined

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220966691345083

The predetermined design work of the occultists e-motions, the robot's feeling program, compels them to act out the programs that have already been created for them through the horrific ritual sacrifices of the occultists. These feelings, this e-motion, is what is controlling most people's lives but most people think that these e-motions are who they really are and they can't step aside and look at the e-motion and realise that it is nothing to do with them and that they have a choice whether to act it out or not.

Collectively, the e-motions are the programming of the robots compelling them to keep performing "The System" at any given moment. The e-motions are set off against them and everybody else they engage with in this "self-fulfilling" matrix. This is so different to the undefined sensations of smelling a flower, which has nothing to do with e-motion as there is no play off with the flower or the scent, or with another MAN about the flower or the scent. The feeling is not inside us so we don't "own" it.

With e-motions we "own" them which places us at the center of everything we are re-calling/re-experiencing, the "self-obsession" where the past is projected into the future so we can re-act/re-perform the same script/drama/e-motion in the present, again and again and again until death.

The program of e-motion is like driving an automatic car that does everything for you while you go along for the ride. In "The System" the car we are driving is the e-motions that we learn from so young from those around us who have been practising the program of e-motion all their lives, consistently set into motion through belief and faith in the illuminated images of the alphabets and all associated opinions that are where they call out the alphabets, letters, words, sentences, etc, that are the e-motions in practise.

This practiced craft of black magic is what traps most people and forms the self-obsession over their vessels, that being demonic possession. This demonic possession is just the HOOD of the intention of the occultists to invade, capture,
control, dominate and subjugate their victims all their lives. The slaves are under the control (hypnosis) of the brotherHOODs, sisterHOODs, etc.

Those not prepared to put in the work to comprehend what has become of them will die without a soul and be gone forever and they are the destruction to the dream of life that is peeling away from reality/nature/earth. Everything that is going wrong is coming from them, as it came from all the rest of us while we were deep asleep, until we woke up and stopped living for the e-motions. People who don't get it don't want to put the work in to see what has become of them.

There is no get out of jail free card because we all have absolute free will and can choose to remain oblivious or to wake up. The e-motions most are trapped in form the self obsession that is them acting as an impostor of reality, re-presenting reality through the definitions (occultists meanings/instructions/suggestions/explanations/education/inculcation/indoctrination/brainwashing) as they destroy it because they believe fantasy is reality. The definitions have become their pre-determined perceptions of reality played out as their life.

We are all taught to spell to be under the spell - under the influence of the definition, that being the e-motion encoded in the words as intended by the maker of the words, the occultists.

How much do we play off e-motion with the hours, minutes and seconds of the clock? Or the attachments to others to form the relationships that we see in the movies or read about in books that we mimic because we are seeking the e-motional entanglements? How much do our e-motions control what we eat, how we bring up our children, our judgements about others - just about every aspect of system life?

The snake never taught us to fear it; our fear is the e-motional programming that has been encoded into us that we recall when we think about or experience snakes. Nature doesn't teach us to fear the snake - it is other men and women who do this, calling forth the words and, if you are not conscious of it, the e-motions will be calling forth to you and you will be their robot, acting according to their programming, recalling, recalling, recalling and recreating the information of fear of snakes.

We are so practised at this that we are not even aware that we are doing it. The images from the recalling of the definitions in our head trigger the reactions that we have but we point the finger at others who "make" us feel this, that or the other. The e-motions are dominating our vessel because this domination is the intention of the occultists who crafted the words that form the e-motional programming and most of us do not see (sense) the lie of system life until we have already fallen into a forever sleep.
Most have no idea where to begin working and where the control of the e-motion begins and ends. The way things are going, it is going to be too late for most men and women because they are recalling alphabets in the belief that they can find a remedy there that will get them out of this mess but they never do because they remain trapped under the power and control of the occultists.

This is why there is no peace and why we have constant chaos and war. This is the conversation with chaos that they are living and making their dream, the fantasy, illusion and delusion that goes on and on and on. They are in the portrait but all the e-motions are centred on them because it is all about "my" emotions, "my" feelings, but they are not theirs at all because they have borrowed them from those who created them. They are just mimicking what they have learnt and they are at the front of their portrait and completely dominating it because they are constantly reflecting on who they think they are and the affect on them of everything they experience through the e-motions.

When we have an undefined soul, we are already present with the presence of life but we are not in the foreground of the portrait nor the background because we are not attached to and recalling "my" house, "my" land, "my" God, "my" freedom", "My" money", etc. We are already the magnificent big picture dream of life that we sense and the abundance of the undefined soul is everywhere and everywhere - there is nowhere we are not.

Reflection has nothing to do with contemplation because there is no self-obsession in contemplation.

When children aren't reflecting, there is no "my" feeling, "my" anger, etc, because they are already the true undefined feelings of the dream of nature (life = their true nature) that they have expanded as their undefined soul. They are not dependent on an identification, a name, an identity to be who they already are. We don't need to define a tree for a child, for the child to experience the tree - to define the tree is the intention for the child to separate from the tree, from life. Now the child can't fully sense the true purpose of the tree.

In "The System", who we really are is not present with the presence of life because we have given it up. Now we are just a fiction, a copy modelled out of the building blocks of e-motion carved out for us by the occultists so that we remain trapped in their Matrix.

The hard work required is the willingness to use scrutiny to examine everything they are feeling and thinking because, if they don't wake up, they will continue to be ruled by the gods of their invention, paying with their slave labour for the whole of their system lives, even as they wonder why everything is going so wrong.
Those who do wake up get ridiculed, put on drugs, sent to psychiatric hospital, financially crippled, banned and blocked on social media and the internet.

Everything is predetermined, which is why we get a prescription for our health and there are constant modifications to the program that we recall, known as "improvements" and "progress", to keep us going down their rabbit warrens for the whole of our system lives. The rules and regulations keep us in the boxes of predetermination and we are fined or put in jail, if we don't follow them.

The Situation With Adrian Laughery

30th December 2019

The Situation With Adrian Laughery - 30th December 2019 by Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life - Considering the rumours still floating around about what happened during our move, Jan-March 2019, from 11 Roycroft Street, East Bowral, we now briefly share a few things not shared in this document: "Correspondence Between Highlands Property And Fiona Cristian November 2017 To April 2019": https://docdro.id/SqkeczB

When the time came to pack up the house and garden, besides our daughters and Hannah helping, we (Arthur and Fiona) also contacted friends Adon Bender, Patrick Chater, Frank Klopfer, Peter Baker, Bruno Ferro and Michael Hyland who all came and helped.

Taking almost 7 weeks, Arthur estimated a $50,000.00 job which he pulled off for under $6,000.00.

Though the grapevines, others turned up, including Lee Maxwell Judd, a carpenter handyman and two of his carpenters. Kris and Josh helped with earthmoving and Julia Colless, Rochelle & Paul, Lisa & Peter, Jenny and Sam, Garry, Sue & Kevin, Dee and members of the Bowral Seventh Day Adventist Church also helped, whether it was giving our daughters beds, letting us have a shower when we were in the garage, helping us get the camper trailer or giving us somewhere to store the garden.

We also put up posts on the internet, social media, the Love For Life website and the Love For Life mailing list about what was going on for us and a lot of people called us...
and some people sent us gifts of money which helped us to pay for the removal of the
garden, etc.

And then there was Adrian Laughery (pronounced Lowry) from America who
unexpectedly turned up to help when we had three nights left in the house. Adrian did
not tell us he was coming until he was already on the plane. Adrian contributed
enormously to the work of dismantling the garden and packing up the last of the house.

In the few days around the time Adrian arrived, Arthur was put out of action physically
as he tripped over a box Patrick had left about a third of the way up the ramp of the
trailer we were packing. Arthur was carrying a large box and he fell from about halfway
up the ramp, cracking his ribs and damaging ligaments on the side of the ramp.

This caused him a lot of pain over the next few months, especially when we were
sleeping on the garage floor, and he was unable to do much physically so spent most
of his time on the phone organising, liaising and generally getting the whole job
coordinated and happening. This made Adrian's contribution to the physical labour
even more appreciated.

When Adrian arrived, it was late at night. Fiona picked him up at Bowral Railway
Station and then showed him where he was sleeping and gave him some food and
then went to bed. When Arthur got up the next morning, he greeted Adrian and then
asked him, "Have you got money to get home?" He asked this because we knew that,
in our precarious situation, we could not guarantee that we would be able to help him
with money and we wanted to know that Adrian could get home and that he wouldn't
be stuck with us.

Arthur was juggling everything in his head because there was so much going on and
he needed to know what needed to be done for Adrian. Adrian said that he did have
money and that his family was wealthy, implying that he could get home. Throughout
Adrian's stay, there were conversations about Adrian going offshore to renew his visa
and that we would help him if we could, but no promises were made. We did not want
to let him down.

As we had to vacate the house and move to the garage and/or beds around the corner
and the work went on, Adrian started to become judgemental about what we were
doing, thinking we should be doing things differently, even though our situation was
nothing that he had ever experienced and he had no idea of the big picture of
everything that Arthur was handling.

Not the type to make a scene or have a confrontation, he would just make quiet
comments but he still brought the righteousness and judgement to everything that was
going on. Not that we didn't all have good times together and laugh and have good
conversations. Arthur just ignored the comments because he knew what had to be
done and he was the one responsible for making everything happen.

In the garage, Adrian formed an attachment to Fiona, most likely because she was
warm and friendly and felt his issues and he, like many men who are waking up and
find it very hard to find a woman on the same page, was glad to find a woman who was
sharing the dreams of freedom from "The System" and living on the land. But in
forming the attachment, Adrian was forgetting that Fiona is in a marriage with Arthur
and that she has children with Arthur and animals with Arthur and a whole life of 22
years with Arthur; Arthur, the family, and the pets were not on his radar.

We warned Adrian that we could not offer him any security in terms of somewhere to
stay as we did not even know where we were going. We suggested that Adrian went
back with Adon to Mudgee when the time came because Adon had space for him to
stay and a garden to nurture and Adon was willing to take him.

Adon and Arthur also offered him the chance to go north with Adon to learn about
Syntropic Farming and we offered to support this where we could, thinking that it would
be good for the bigger picture of Kindom. However, Adrian said he wanted to stay
because he came to help us.

We said ok, but when Adon left things became harder because there were fewer of us,
especially because Hannah went away for 10 days on holiday. We paid for all Adrian’s
food and accommodation while he was here and offered to buy him a train ticket to go
and stay with Adon but he didn’t want to go.

We were going through a very difficult time, not only having to move, which is
extremely stressful, but also having nowhere to go, no money to facilitate a move to
another rental property, the family split up, the pressure of having to take the garden
down and then moving into a camper trailer when we weren’t set up for it, all our stuff
in storage in three shipping containers and crates and Arthur being physically
incapacitated.

All in all it was a very stressful, e-motionally charged time and a lot of shit came up
between Arthur and Fiona, more layers of the onion that needed to be removed. In
healthy, sincere and productive (BIG PICTURE) ways, we were arguing a lot, tuning
into each other’s e-motional shit, and Fiona was constantly going here there and
everywhere as we gradually got organised on the fly and we were all exhausted.

Since March 2005 when Love For Life started, we have always lived for going where
truth takes us so, as the insights of so many truths became apparent during this huge
move, we kept confronting each other until we were resolved and healed, letting go of
the e-motional crap and continuing to expand the BIG-PICTURE dream of life that is
the Kindom attitude we were learning so much about.
Here is a link to a recent post on how the e-motions control us https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220966691345083 - This link will lead you to other links on Arthur’s Facebook wall showing how we are confronting everyday Australians on a Footy Forum about this very stuff. More to come and be posted on the seven Facebook walls we now use.

After we moved from the garage there was nothing really for Adrian to do and he was very bored. As he was there so closely with us, in the garage, we shared with him some of what was going on between us, also because we could see the problems he has had in his life with relationships, particularly parents and girlfriends, so we thought that what we were going through might help him.

This continued when we ended up at the showground in the camper trailer but Adrian had by now receded into judgement and righteousness and his lack of wisdom and experience in these areas had him become concerned about Fiona because of the intense nature of what was going on between us, even though there was no violence and no screaming and shouting and even though Fiona never made any complaints to Adrian about what was going on.

The attachment Adrian had formed for Fiona turned into concern and the need to "rescue" her, despite the fact that Fiona realises that she is the creator of her life and never asked to be rescued.

Arthur was also very disappointed that no one had stood by him to take the house at Roycroft Street and he was expressing this to a lot of those around him, as well as expressing his disappointment in what Fiona was doing and the way she was allowing her shit to come in and destroy the dreams we were supposed to be living for, including allowing Adrian to form the attachment to her and unwittingly encouraging it by trying to nurture Adrian because she could sense that it had been a while since he had had anyone close to him to help him sort out his shit.

The danger of this is that someone who spends most of their time on their own, with no one close to bounce ideas, thoughts and feelings off, can become delusional and lost in the fantasies of their centralised imagining.

As Arthur was talking to a friend about the whole situation on the phone one day, very pissed off and upset, Adrian (presumably overhearing the conversation) grabbed his stuff and left, going into town to look for Hannah where she works. Our third daughter was also working there and she told him that Hannah was not available yet, whereupon he hung around the shop for about an hour until Hannah appeared.
He then asked Hannah for money to buy a ticket to Sydney where our friend Patrick was living because Patrick had offered him a bed. Hannah gave him some money and Patrick's contact details.

He stayed with Patrick for a few days and then Patrick brought him back down to the Southern Highlands, dropping him off at the community gardens where Hannah was taking care of the plants and then coming on to see us.

We spoke for about an hour, a lot about Adrian and the problems we all saw in him, and about the situation that was going on. Meanwhile, at the garden, Adrian had transferred his affections to Hannah and, when she was crying because a lot of her shit was coming up too, he hugged her to "comfort" her, then becoming sexually aroused and wanting to progress down that road. Hannah told him that she was not interested and fended him off.

Then Patrick went back to the gardens to collect Adrian and bring him back to the showground. Adrian went to get the last of his stuff and then came into the camper trailer. Arthur shook his hand and thanked him for the help he had given us but then Adrian said that we could put the money for his plane ticket into his bank account.

We said that we had never said that we would or could pay for his flight home and then he started to talk to us about Hannah, suggesting that she wasn't with us of her own free will but that we were coercing her and using her. We said that she was free to leave whenever she wanted if she wanted to.

Then Arthur told him where to go and to get out of the trailer because he realised that Adrian had lied to us from the beginning about having money. Adrian left with Patrick who later bought him a plane ticket home, presumably feeling that he had to when Adrian could have just gone to the airport when his visa was up and gone to the immigration officials who would presumably put him on a plane home.

Had Patrick asked us, we would have told him about Arthur's original conversation with Adrian so he didn't feel responsible for getting Adrian home. Whether Adrian has repaid Patrick, we don't know as Patrick appears to have been e-motionally scarred by the experience and he has not been able or willing to talk to us about the situation and make things whole between us.

This was his situation to take responsibility for; he arrived out of the blue with no warning, he said he had money to get home and then expected us, at a time of intense upheaval, to pay for him to get home.

There is no doubt that he worked hard and helped us a great deal with taking down the garden but he also allowed all his shit to play out and bring dishonesty, dissatisfaction, covetousness, jealousy, righteousness and destruction into the situation with
backstabbing, his emotional baggage leading him to try to manipulate Fiona, Hannah and Patrick without ever giving Arthur full disclosure about what he was doing and thinking about everything, not that Arthur didn't pick up on it, which is why he was arguing with Fiona about what she was doing and why she hadn't supported him in taking Roycroft Street because she thought it wasn't the right time. More on how this could have worked in another post or the e-book.

In the first few days that he was with us, we told Adrian that a lot of people are disappointed with us when they meet us because they have been putting us up on a pedestal, which we never asked for, and when they meet us and find out that we have as much shit as everyone else but we are determined to stay on the path we are on.

Adrian didn't agree with some of the things we were doing, even though we pointed out to him that we had a family with much older children who have seen a lot in the last 14 years and have many bonds within the local community so we could not just go and live in the wilderness as he has done on many occasions.

His lack of wisdom, experience, and ability to sense us and what was going on for us was the beginning of him sitting in judgement over us and what we were doing and this led to him demonising Arthur as the "bad guy" and Fiona and Hannah as the "good guys" being used and abused. He certainly found us a disappointment!

When we were moving to the showground, our 12-year-old daughter, Xanthe, was with us and because we were doing so much running around to get set up, she chose to stay at the trailer with Adrian rather than come with us. She recently told us that Adrian used to go up to the area where she slept and annoy her, one time putting his hand on her leg, and refusing to leave her alone until she screamed at him twice to go away.

If Xanthe had told us at the time, Adrian would have been shown the door instantly. However, and due to Arthur's numerous and extreme sexual abuses, 1.5 to 4.5 years of age, if Xanthe had told Arthur what happened back then, he would have more than likely belted Adrian real bad with a solid piece of steel and busted his body in numerous places.

Since Adrian went, the three of us, Arthur, Fiona and Hannah, have seen a lot more shit come up and we have all been learning from it and letting it go in our unique, often stubborn or rebellious ways as we keep looking at the bigger picture of how the Kindom dream looks and looking at the shit and how it influences decisions that destroy the dream we are supposedly creating. This shows that we are sincere in our determination, which is why we argue.

If we can do it, an everyday fat, Greek wog and two ordinary women, then anyone can do it. All it takes is the determination to keep going where the truth takes us, even when that means the often very painful confrontation of our shit.
Arthur was keeping his shit under control so as not to sabotage the direction we were heading but Fiona and Hannah were allowing their shit to sabotage what we were all supposed to be doing together. Recognising the shit and being able to step aside from it and make decisions from the bigger picture so that the shit doesn't sabotage the big picture Kindom dream is the wisdom that needs to be developed if we are serious about creating what the good heart is inspiring us to do. This has been one of the biggest messages of Love For Life since it started.

Hannah stayed with a woman she knew for a while but decided she wanted to come back to live with us again when we were at the Moss Vale Caravan Park. As Arthur says, those who have set themselves up in judgement of us and chosen to walk away from the dream they say they hold are the ones who are missing out.

We may go through hell sometimes and let the shit be seen for what it is rather than covering it up, which is what most people do, but we still have each other to stick it out with and we all keep growing and becoming more and more peaceful together as we let go of more and more of the layers of the onion and keep practicing the walk the talk of walking away from "The System".

We have to practice the ability to make decisions on the run without our shit getting in the way because this is what makes us strong and stops us from sabotaging what we dream for. This also stops us from re-creating a centralised cult of followers because each MAN who comes to Kindom is fully responsible for the big picture dream of Kindom they hold and they are not e-motionally dependent on us.

Very few of us know how to truly accept another man or woman as they are because our insecurities and weaknesses have us need something from those around us so we are constantly measuring up and judging others in terms of what we think we need from them and becoming disappointed when they cannot fill the void of our doubt.

Adrian Laughrey is not a bad man. He was a great help but he could not help bringing his e-motional problems with him to play out the same situations that he has had many other times in his life because he has no big picture dream and all he knows is the follow-through of his shit that he has been practicing all his life.

If he did, he would have been inspired by the example Arthur was setting for him but the intentions of Arthur were not on Adrian's radar; he was unable to sense the three of us and only placed his own copies of who he decided we were on his radar and animated that, acting as an impostor of all three of us, and others. This is what the e-go does.

Adrian was seeking an intimate, sexual relationship with Fiona and then Hannah, never mind Arthur. Arthur tried to help Adrian address some of his shit by creating stories
about the shit while not putting Adrian into them, but Adrian didn't get what was being done for him. He was unable to keep his e-go in check and an unchecked e-go will always seek to play off against other e-gos and this is how a group gets destroyed. If we cannot make it work with a small, tightly-knit group, we will never be able to make it work on a larger scale.

Now he is choosing to "warn" people about us on Facebook. This is how we destroy Kindoms, communities and tribes; we cannot leave the shit behind so we allow it to infect every situation we walk into and then wonder why everything falls apart. We have experienced this again and again with the men and women who have come into our lives since we started Love For Life and we have experienced it with our own shit.

This is why the Kindom Mud Room is an essential part of walking away from "The System"; if we are not prepared to confront our emotional attachments and patterns, our doubt, our fear, our judgment and righteousness, we will destroy everything we are dreaming for by running away from the good heart to repeat the behaviour with others, always making those around us responsible for the destruction we leave behind.

We have all been harmed by life in "The System" and we all have e-motional baggage to peel off and let go of but we have to try to maintain integrity even as everything comes up for us and to be honest about what we are going through so that others can be honest back to us and point out where they see the baggage running us so there is a chance for us to heal by letting go of it. It is much harder to do this when we hide behind pride and righteousness and keep it close, especially when we don't have others close to us to call us out when we are descending into the dross.

When we kidnap others and place our e-motion onto who we have decided they are, we enter into a war with them, a battle of the e-motions that we are setting up so that we can be proved right in our judgements. See the above-linked post again. Everything is happening in our imagining and we invite those around us to participate in the fantasy so that the e-go can be fed and maintain its power and control over the vessel, the body.

None of us is better or worse than anyone else, we are all just the product of our circumstances and it is up to each of us to take full responsibility for everything we think, feel and do, instead of blaming others for our e-motional states and the paths we are creating from the e-motional states we allow ourselves to fall into, something we are very good at doing as we have been practicing it all of our lives.

Only those brave enough to keep peeling off layer after layer after layer of the onion of our e-motional conditioning, pushing aside the pride, the indignation, the rage, the "Look at me - I know better" and the "poor me" victimhood, to face the path of the e-motional destruction we have been paving and walking all our lives thus far, will be
able to walk away from "The System" and create Kingdoms of true peace, truth, joy and abundance.

We will never sabotage or undermine the path we are on. There is nothing else to live for and this is why Arthur walked away from "The System" in 2006. If we cannot get away from the self-obsession of "what's in it for me", there is no room for the good heart to play out.

The real jewel of the Love For Life insight work is showing how not to let the centralised e-go interfere with the BIG-PICTURE dreaming of the good heart so that "my" land, "my" house, "my" consciousness, etc, become more important than the undefined good heart.

If we cannot conquer this centralisation of the e-go, we will never walk away from "The System" and we will continue to let the e-go be the power-house center of our lives.

Once we conquer this formidable foe, everything of the undefined good heart embodied throughout all of nature/earth/reality is already taking great care of the big-picture dream of MANS life and again we each live like we breathe, live like the sun shines, live like the rain and we never have to worry about anything because there is nothing central existing to survive for.

This is where Adrian Laughery completely lost the way forward growing the undefined BIG-PICTURE dream of MAN'S good heart. The centralisation of the e-go is a black hole vortex of nothing that sucks in reality all-around then spits it all out in the centralised image of the e-go, pure fantasy.

It still amazes us just how many still sabotage the good heart and will go out of their way to destroy the creations inspired by the good heart - the excuses and justifications are aplenty and all of it e-motionally driven by their centralised e-go.

And of note, we are again moving shortly and looking for land to house the family, Hannah, dogs, cat and establish a massive food forest garden. An article on all this will be posted in a few hours.

All the best to you and your families.

Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
http://loveforlife.com.au
action@loveforlife.com.au
0418 203204 - Int: 61 418 203204
http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
http://youtube.com/arthurloveforlife